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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Problem
State Route 63 in Warren County is a long-historied transportation corridor that was established
in routing and right-of-way in the early 1800’s, and functions today with travelled-way conditions
that date mostly from the 1950’s. The facility today, about 5.4 miles in length, is a designated
primary rural arterial and functions as an important regional connector, despite having only two
travel lanes and significant design deficiencies. Traffic has grown at a steady rate over the period
of record, and today travel demand exceeds capacity for stable operation. Crash rates are more
than double the statewide average for same type facilities. Heavy trucks and commercial traffic
have become a significant component of the traffic, most with regional or national origins or
destinations out of the corridor. Just considering baseline forecast traffic growth, Level of Service
will degrade to F, or E/F, along the whole of the corridor within the planning horizon. On top of
baseline growth, significant new traffic-generating development - totally thousands of acres of land
use change - is planned for the corridor, which cannot be accommodated by the existing facility.
Process
A Scoping Study was undertaken by the Warren County Transportation Improvement District,
with the cooperation and assistance of the Ohio Department of Transportation District 8. The
study goal was to identify appropriate long-term transportation strategies for the corridor, and
begin the steps to put prioritized improvement project steps in motion. Criteria based on corridor
context, as well as consideration of Purpose and Need, were used to identify balanced
recommendations.
Recommendations
The study evaluated a total of six long-term corridor level strategies, as well as six near-term
improvement projects, to provide direction and transition to the next phase of project
development.
A four-lane rural section with a grass median (width to be determined) was advanced for the
sections both east and west of SR 741 as the best long-term solution for corridor needs, including
context-based criteria. Short-term safety counter-measures were identified for the corridor.
Near-term improvement projects were recommended, west to east along the corridor, beginning in
first priority with the SR 63 transition safety improvement “Gateway Project”, to be followed by
the LCI/WCI access consolidation and section upgrade project, and the SR 63/SR 741 intersection
project. Projects east of SR 741 can be phased based on build-out of Union Village, a major
development that will directly influence traffic patterns and demands in that section. Other
important policy and operational recommendations were made.

The SR 63 corridor is pressured by a growing mix of local and regional traffic, including commercial components, that already
exceeds the facility capacity for roadway and terrain conditions. Planned development actions along the corridor will increase the
friction between trip types and vehicular modes.

The next phase should include development and performance of a Public Involvement Plan to
inform and validate the Scoping Study findings.
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As a direct outcome objective, this Scoping Study is intended to identify improvements for the SR 63
corridor in Warren County, and to provide policy makers with information pertinent to decision-making
about programming, funding, and next steps.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The SR 63 Scoping Study identifies problems, contributing factors, possible solutions, environmental
context and constraints, and prioritized transportation strategies for the heavily traveled highway corridor
between Monroe and Lebanon in Warren County. It establishes the scope and direction of subsequent
stages of work in project delivery. It also provides a transportation planning construct for relationship to
land use and development considerations and related community plans.

Role of Scoping
In transportation, ‘scoping’ involves the consolidated processes of facilities planning: assessment,
problem identification, consideration of context, and identification of possible solutions to be carried
forward into more detailed evaluation. Scoping defines the range of actions that may be required to
address the problem, related order-of-magnitude costs, and possible phasing and priority considerations.
These actions can include capital (construction) and operational/management alternatives, or component
parts. By defining the range of actions and priorities, the TID and ODOT can best focus resources, and
also appropriately frame and constrain required work in next steps.
Just as importantly, scoping also identifies environmental assets that require consideration in the
development and evaluation of alternatives, as well as in eventual design and implementation of a
preferred alternative. The environment includes both the natural and man-made features that compose
the context of the area of study. Scoping defines the range of environmental issues that will require
examination and evaluation in subsequent stages of project development, and expectations for reporting
under the National Environmental Policy Act.
This can help reduce and control work required in
subsequent stages.
In best practice, scoping also begins to frame a decision-making process that provides effective support
to identifying and delivering the most effective strategy. For the State Route 63 corridor scoping study,
elements of context and criteria have been identified by the study team that speak to the range of issues
in the study area, and that are important to decision-making. Public involvement was not included within
the current scope of work; therefore, other issues, and relative importance among all, may be identified
from required stakeholder and public input in subsequent stages of work.

Study Area and Transportation Issues
The study area, defined as the SR 63 corridor in Warren County, Ohio, extending from the City of
Monroe corporation line on the west, to the City of Lebanon corporation line on the east, is the focal
point of a rapidly changing development landscape. At the same time, the regional travel demands being
placed on the existing transportation corridor, served by a capacity-limited 2 lane facility with a segment
length of about 5.4 miles, are growing more quickly than, and even beyond, future traffic planning
forecasts.
The combination of issues is important:
1)

Existing traffic on this important major rural arterial highway is already exceeding the
highway’s capacity,

2)

Growth in traffic using the corridor, without any new development, will continue to
increase, and

2)

Emerging major development changes in and along the SR 63 corridor will add significant
new traffic to the highway.

Changing Development Landscape
Exhibit A-0 on Page 5 provides a map of the study corridor showing general location of the change
issues described in this section.
Three big changes regarding new development occurred during the period of the Scoping Study work:
Union Village: The Warren County Regional Planning Commission approved Union Village
PUD Stage 2, a major new expansion of the Otterbein Lebanon retirement community campus
located along the north side of the SR 63 Corridor east of State Route 741. The Union Village
3|Page
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PUD Stage 2 development site consists of 1,430 acres of what is currently farmland and open
space. The Union Village development involves creation of an urban village, featuring a mixeduse town center, an estimated 4,500 dwelling units and up to 350,000 square feet of retail space.
Shaker Run: The Warren County Regional Planning Commission approved the Shaker Run
Planned Unit Development, comprised of a large acreage of open space to be replaced with 1,320
residential units, located north of SR 63 and west of State Route 741.
Another housing
development in the SR 63 Corridor, a 66-acre residential subdivision with 264 single family lots
located just east of the proposed Union Village development, had previously been approved.

-

high percentage of truck traffic
directional distribution of travel demand
peak period conditions

Motorist familiarity with the road, visibility and wayfinding, and driver expectation are difficult to
quantify, but definitely affect the resultant ability of a roadway to accommodate traffic.
When all of these factors are considered, the nominal capacity for the existing SR 63 corridor overall,
under a “Good” Level of Service condition, is in the order of 9,000 to 11,000 vehicles per day. Current
traffic is in the range of 12,000 to 17,000 vehicles per day.

Correctional Institution Lands: Just recently in the study process, the State of Ohio Department
of Rehabilitation and Corrections officially announced its intention to cease farming operations
currently linked to the Lebanon Correctional Institution and Warren Correctional Institution
located along the SR 63 Corridor, and disinvest itself of the large acreage of lands currently used
for that purpose, making them available to private development opportunities. This involves sale
and conversion of major portions of approximately 1,600 acres of land on the north and south side
of SR 63 west of SR 741. The sale of the lands by the State is imminent, and will no doubt be
followed major development plans and proposals.
These developments, along with continuing industrial, distribution center and logistics services growth in
both the City of Monroe and the City of Mason to the west and south of the study area, respectively, will
significantly impact the traffic volumes and trip types served by the SR 63 corridor. All of these
changing conditions require careful planning and policy responses in order to ensure both economic and
environmental sustainability for the region.

County and ODOT Collaboration

Limited Transportation Capacity
One of the key underlying factors in the issues facing the SR 63 Corridor is the limited capacity of the
existing roadway facility. Factors influencing the capacity picture include:
-

Two-lane opposing traffic condition
lane and shoulder width
grades and vertical curves
sight distance and high extent of no-passing zones
access points and turns

A combination of factors limit the effective capacity of the existing
roadway in the SR Corridor, most stemming from its two-lane
configuration and travel demand characteristics.

The SR 63 corridor is an Ohio Department of Transportation route. The Warren County TID recognized
the emerging pressures on the SR 63 corridor and invited the Ohio Department of Transportation to
participate in a scoping study to identify these pressures and possible solutions. The TID engaged a
preliminary development consultant to assist both the County and ODOT in evaluating the current and
future condition and needs of the corridor. The Warren County Engineer, along with his deputy and two
assistant engineers, participated actively in the study. ODOT committed a project manager, along with
design, traffic and environmental engineers to participate in the examination. Both agencies provided
direction and contribution to the investigation and its outcomes.
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HISTORY AND CONTEXT OF THE SR 63
CORRIDOR

Geographic and Economic

Historical Development of the Corridor
State Route 63 began in the earliest settlement days of Warren County as a trail connecting outposts (and,
later, an unimproved farm-to-market wagon road) running east-west along land section lines in
Turtlecreek Township. The first settlement in the Township was made at Bedle's Station in 1795 in the
area around the intersection of the present-day State Route 63 and State Route 7411. About the same
time, the first settlers became established in Lebanon to the east, and the town was laid out in 1802. To
the west, other connected outpost settlements came into existence, with the connecting settlement “trail”
leading west to what is today Hamilton, established in 1791 as Fort Hamilton. The trail grew into a
wagon road known as “Hamilton-Lebanon Road”, a name that persisted though the mid-1900s and is
still occasionally referenced today.
The earliest references to the road as a public road indicate that it was established as a County road in
1809, with a 60-foot wide right of way (not the 66-foot wide right-of-way required of the earliest state
roads established by the legislature). Much of the right-of-way along existing SR 63 today remains at the
original 60-foot width. The road was completed in its present day location by 18392.

Today’s SR 63 is a two lane primary arterial highway cutting across Warren County between I-75 to I-71
and the cities of Monroe to the west and Lebanon to the east. SR 63 also connects northern Mason to I75 via SR 741. The roadway is located north of the I-275 loop in the rapidly growing I-75 CincinnatiDayton corridor and the I-71 Mason-Lebanon corridor. The roadway traverses a rural landscape of
rolling hills.
SR 63 serves an area poised for major new economic and residential development.
The termini of SR 63 are both economic engines spurred by their direct access to I-75 and I-71. Major
economic projects at the Monroe interchange include the Miami Valley Gaming Racino and the
Cincinnati Premium Outlet mall. These developments have been catalysts for additional smaller
development including restaurants. New industrial development on the east side of the interchange, south
of SR 63, includes a Home Depot regional distribution center.
Development in Lebanon has been less dramatic, but still healthy. Industrial development on the south
side of Lebanon is still strong, including a Federal Express distribution center. SR 63 is an important
arterial for businesses that need access to the I-75 corridor and points north and south.

The corridor has been historically dominated by agricultural and rural activities and land uses. By 1805,
members of the Shaker religious society had arrived in the corridor with a cluster of farm residences
around Bedles Station3. By 1835, the extensive Shaker community of Union Village had been
developed, centered just north of the corridor on what is today State Route 741. By 1875, the Shakers
owned and farmed more than 4,500 acres along the corridor. In 1912, the Shaker holdings were
purchased by the United Brethren Church to establish the Otterbein Home for orphans and missionaries;
about 1250 acres were retained and managed Otterbein, and the remaining lands were leased back to area

The City of Mason continues to attract industrial development. Mason has approximately 234 acres of
industrial zoned land along SR 741. Businesses with a need for access to I-75 will use SR 741 and SR
63.

farmers. Today, the Lebanon Correctional Intuition, opened in 1960, by the State of Ohio sits on 1,900
acres4 of the original Shaker holdings.

With the exception of the correctional institutions located on the western edge of SR 63, the existing land
use along the corridor is primarily agriculture and low density single family residential. The views from
SR 63 include rolling terrain, pasture, tilled farmland and forest. Shaker Run Creek flows along the north
side of SR 63 between Union Road and SR 741. There are very few structures located along SR 63
between SR 741 and County Road 71.

1

Bedles Station, a small blockhouse outpost, is largely recognized as the first permanent settlement in Warren County (The
History of Warren County, W.H. Beers Co, Chicago, IL, 1882; p. 240.)
2
Bogan, Dallas R. Early Transportation in Warren County, Warren County Historical Society, Lebanon, Ohio,. 1992; pp 6871.
3
Bauer, Cheryl. The Shakers of Union Village, Arcadia Publishing, 2007; p. 14.
4
Until recently, much of the land has been used for agricultural/food production for the prison population.

Landscape and Land Use
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However over the next forty years this will drastically change given development plan approvals and
potential ownership changes along the corridor. These proposed developments are significant and will
require capacity improvements to SR 63 to accommodate the increased traffic volume.

The proposed retail development will be located on the northeast corner of the intersection of SR 63 and
SR 741. The developer is actively seeking a big box grocery store with satellite retail for the site. As
part of the Stage 2 process, a detailed traffic impact study will be prepared for the project.

Adopted Land Use Plans

Residential Subdivision Plans

The Board of Warren County Commissioners have adopted two major local land use plans developed by
the Warren County Regional Planning Commission that impact SR 63: The Gateway Plan - West and
the Union Village Plan. The Commissioners have also adopted the WCRPC Comprehensive Plan for the

Just east of the proposed Union Village project, a 66 acre residential subdivision has been under concept
development for consideration by the Warren County Regional Planning Commission. The proposed
subdivision would have 264 lots with one access point onto SR 63. According to ITE5 traffic generation

entire county.

rates, this single family subdivision could generate 2,640 daily trips.

The Gateway Plan - West (see Appendix D) has set out future land use designations for land along the
north and south sides of SR 63 from the City of Monroe east to SR 741. The area around Miami Gaming
has been designated for office use. This land is zoned MXU-C Mixed Use Center Zone, which permits a
variety of commercial land uses including lodging, retail, restaurants and professional office.

An approved revision to the Shaker Run Planned Unit Development Plan will permit an additional 120
condominium units to be constructed bringing the total number of approved residential units in the PUD
to 1,304. The newly approved condominiums could generate roughly an additional 700 daily trips in and
out of the Shaker Run PUD.

The land on the south side of SR 63, the current site of the Warren County and Lebanon Correctional
Institutions has been designated for Institutional/Civic Uses.

Correctional Institution Property

The land at the intersection of SR 63 and SR 741 has been designated for Mixed Use Neighborhood
development. This land is the site of the proposed Union Village new urbanism mixed use project.

Union Village
The most significant proposed development within the corridor is Union Village (see Appendix D).
This urban village, mixed use project will be located on approximately 1,417 acres (including the
Otterbein campus) on the north side of SR 62 at the intersection of SR 741. The project has received
Stage 2 Planned Unit Development approval from the Warren County Commissioners in January 2016.
The proposed build-out period is 40 years.
The project will feature a mixed use town center, an estimated 4,500 dwelling units and 200,000–350,000
square feet of retail. The project could also include a satellite college, performing arts center and a
regional athletic facility. The first phase of the project will be the town center located across SR 741
from the existing Otterbein facility.

The Lebanon Correctional Institution and the Warren County Correctional Institution, both located on the
south side of SR 63 west of SR 741, are two of the major existing land uses on SR 63 in Warren County.
The facilities currently hold 4,050 inmates, employ 600 people and operate 24/7. Both facilities are at
capacity and no expansion of the facilities is planned. With employees and visitors there are
approximately 450 daily trips in and out of these facilities.
The Ohio Bureau of Rehabilitation and Corrections owns 1,600 acres of land on the north side of SR 63
opposite the Lebanon Correctional Institution. This land is currently used by the Lebanon Correctional
Institution for its dairy and crop operations. The Ohio Bureau of Rehabilitation and Corrections will be
ceasing the agriculture operations on the land and offering the land for sale.
Such a change in ownership will have a significant impact on the potential land uses on the 1,600 acres.
Miami Valley Gaming, located on the north side of SR 63, has expressed interest in the past in
purchasing some of this land to develop hospitality uses such as hotels and restaurants to serve their
5

Institute of Transportation Engineers, Trip Generation Manual, 8th Ed.
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current operation. Although the Gateway West Land Use Plan designates this land for professional office
development, the current zoning will permit hospitality land uses. Should the land be developed as
hospitality or mixed use, the traffic generation would be expected to be substantially higher than for
professional office. For example, a single six acre site within this area would accommodate the
following development options with associated daily trip generation: 1) Professional Office 40,000 SF
(441 trips); 2) Hotel 120 Rooms (980 trips); or 3) Full Service Restaurant 10,000 SF (1272 trips). In any
case, development of these lands will dramatically change travel demand in the SR 63 corridor. Even
assuming only a 50% net site utility rate, 800 acres of Professional Office would generate 58,800 new
trips per day in the corridor, more than 4 times the current average daily traffic on SR 63.

Changing Role in the Transportation Network
The development pressure within the corridor will significantly change the role of the existing
transportation network. The proposed development, when built out, will change the transportation
network from a rural/suburban context to a more urban context, depending on how access and mainline
capacity and function is managed. There will be a significant increase in vehicular trips not only on SR
63, but also on roadways feeding into SR 63, particularly SR 741 and Union Road. The operational
impacts of increasing traffic from intersecting roads and access points are significant to the future of SR
63. For example, additional cycle times will be needed to accommodate crossing volumes which, in turn,
degrades level of service on SR 63.

Industrial Development
The City of Mason, located directly south of the SR 63 Corridor, continues to aggressively attract to new
industries to the city. The City has designated
through land use and zoning approximately 264
acres of land on SR 741 located on the north side
of the City that is available for new development.
(blue areas in north area in Mason Zoning Map at
right). This industrial land lies just 3 miles south
of SR 63, and has easy access to the interchange at
I-75 and SR 63.
Development of this land will increase vehicular
and truck traffic on SR 741 and SR 63 (and has
already begun to influence traffic and truck routing
on SR 63). This increased traffic volume will
place additional pressure on the intersection of SR
63 and SR 741, as well as on the west and east
segments of SR 63.

Peak hour trips to out of area employment centers will increase on SR 63 as residents of new homes
travel SR 63 to I-75 or I-71 to commute to work. As a result of new home construction non-personal
vehicle trips will increase. There will be an increase in school bus, mail carrier and trash hauler trips
within the corridor. Given all the roads within the corridor are two lanes, the stop and go nature of these
trips will create conflicts between these vehicle types and personal cars.
New retail economic development within the corridor will increase both shopping trips and delivery trips
mixing more truck traffic with personal vehicles. Without advanced planning access to retail destinations
off the existing two lane highway conflicts will occur with left turning movements.
New industrial development and changes in food operations and service deliveries at the LCI/WCI
corrections complex will add more trucks to the SR 63 corridor, placing additional pressures on
ingress/egress, safety and basic capacity issues, including at the intersections at SR 63 and Union Road
and SR 63 and SR 741.
Aerial reference mapping of the general study corridor area is found in Figure A-1 on Pages 10-12.
Reference mapping of the existing SR 63 highway corridor plan and profile is found in Appendix A.

According to ITE, a 100,000 square foot light
industrial facility, which typically can be sited on
10 or fewer acres and is the target development
type for this area, can generate 400 daily trips.
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EXISTING TRAFFIC
State Route 63 in Warren County is a heavily travelled route subjected to many different trip purposes
and vehicle types in the daily mix traffic, including a high truck volume. And this heavy mix of car and
truck traffic is assigned to two travel lanes of limited capacity, challenging conditions, and substandard
design.
The existing route is designated as a Primary Arterial Roadway, and functions as an important link in the
regional and local roadway network (see Figure A-2 on Page 14).
6

SR 63 west of SR 741 is effectively the highest traffic volume 2-lane facility in unincorporated Warren
County. Among 2,050 state and federal 2-lane highway segments monitored by ODOT in the seven
counties that make up District 8, this part of SR 63 is in the top 4% of all 2-lane segments in terms of
total traffic volume accommodated in non-incorporated areas. And it is the seven-county district’s #1
ranked 2-lane non-municipal segment for heavy truck traffic as a percent of ADT; it is the only 2-lane
segment of greater than 0.5 miles in length with more than 7 percent trucks7 in District 8.

Current Data
At the beginning of this Scoping Study, 24-hour traffic counts were taken at four locations along SR 63
in Warren County. Automated digital based data collection and processing equipment and software9 was
employed to determine total directional volumes, hourly volumes and heavy truck volumes.
The four count locations along SR 63 and total 24-hour traffic volumes observed were:
LOCATION 1

BETWEEN UNION ROAD AND MIAMI VALLEY GAMING

19,267

LOCATION 2

WEST OF STATE ROUTE 741

16,133

LOCATION 3

STATE ROUTE 63 EAST OF STATE ROUTE 741

10,851

LOCATION 4

STATE ROUTE 63 ABOUT 1500’ WEST OF MARKEY ROAD

12,137

The graphic below summarizes traffic count results by 24-hour distribution are illustrated as follows
(total vehicles per hour, seasonally adjusted); more complete data summaries are found in Appendix B:

Historical Data
State Route 63 between Monroe and Lebanon has a long history of steady traffic growth. Over the past
34 years (since 1982), traffic data collected and compiled by ODOT indicates a historical annual traffic
growth rate in excess of 3%. On average, daily volumes of both cars and heavy trucks have more than
tripled since 1982 on the facility, which has remained largely unchanged in traveled way, pavement and
cross section condition since the 1950’s.
Over the past 34 years, the rate of traffic growth on SR 63 has been 2.7 times greater than the relative
same-period growth on the I75 Corridor in Cincinnati8.
Complied historical traffic data for the SR 63 study corridor is found in Appendix E of this document.

6

Among roadways on the state system; a 2-lane section of SR 48 in unincorporated Warren County has a slightly higher (1%)
total traffic volume, but heavy truck volumes are only 62% of that on SR 63.
7
ODOT TIMS data
8
At Mile Point 2.51, Western Hills Viaduct

Current Hourly Traffic Volume Distribution on SR 63 in Warren County at Four Locations Along Length of Corridor (based on 24-hour
automated field count data, November 2015)

9

Miovision Industries, Inc.
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As evident in the ADT graphic above, the hourly distribution of traffic is similar at all locations along the
corridor. Peak travel typically occurs in the 5 to 7 PM period, with a sustained climb in traffic beginning
around noon each day. The morning peak is slightly less pronounced and typically occurs in the 7 to 9
AM period.

Table 1 below correlates observed vehicle types/modes of travel to trip scale type and relative
occurrence:
Table 1 – Observed Vehicle Type and Mode in the SR 63 Corridor Versus Trip Type
10

TRIP SCALE TYPE

Within the total volumes, truck volumes as raw numbers are most prevalent between 5 AM and 7 PM,
with greatest hourly numbers typically between 8 and 11 AM. However, truck volumes are sustained
over the typical 24 hour period; in the overnight hours, heavy trucks comprise as much as 22% of all
traffic.
In addition to 24-hour mainline traffic counts, turn movement counts were also collected at six
intersections during PM Peak Hour periods:
- Gateway Boulevard (entrance to trucking logistics campus)
- Union Road (entrance to regional flea market on north, local connector roadway on south)
- Miami Valley Gaming (entrance to regional gaming facility on north)
- State Route 741 (important rural secondary arterial north and south)
- McClure Road (local connector roadway on south)
- Markey Road (local connector roadway on north)
- State Route 123 (important secondary arterial north and south)

VEHICLE TYPE/MODE

REMARKS
LOCAL

Personal Vehicles

Service and Delivery Vehicles

Emergency Vehicles

School and Transit Vehicles









THROUGH


REGIONAL




Frequent and relatively dominant due to
stopping/turning movements for local trips;
includes UPS, FedEx, and USPS, as well
as utility, delivery and maintenance
services



Common/at least weekly emergency runs
by fire, EMT, or sheriff, including some
through runs to support out-of-jurisdiction
support calls





The intersection turn movement results and other Traffic Data are found in Appendix B.
Heavy Trucks







Trip Type and Mode
Off Road Vehicles



Bike



Pedestrian



Rail



SCHOOL: Frequent in season; Lebanon
City Schools services whole of corridor
and has 17 student bus trips/day on
corridor, all but one east of SR 741
TRANSIT: Occasional and variable; on
demand jitney service by Warren County
Transit; less frequent long haul coaches
traverse corridor or to MVG destination
Frequent and relatively dominant in scale
and condition of roadway; local heavy
truck service to LCI/WCI, corridor
businesses; observed significant heavy
truck through/regional travel between I-75
and I-71
Infrequent maintenance-of-way (ODOT,
mowing and ditch work) and agricultural
vehicles longitudinal/travel use (LCI/LCI
and local farmers) ; frequent ag vehicle
crossings (up to 70+/day at LCI/WCI)

In process of completing traffic and facility surveys and other field observations in the course of this
Scoping Study, the following vehicle and mode types were observed using or traversing the SR corridor:
On-Roadway Motor Vehicles
Personal Vehicles
Service and Delivery Vehicles
Emergency Vehicles
School and Transit Vehicles
Heavy Trucks
Off-Road Equipment
Bike
Pedestrian
Rail

Common/dominant by volume;
automobiles and light trucks





Infrequent but occurs; very infrequent
regional trekkers
Very infrequent longitudinal pedestrian
use; at least daily crossings in residential
areas (roadside mail box-related)





Very low volume/low speed/infrequent atgrade gated crossing at west end of study
corridor; short line railroad

10

Observed, extracted from data, or concluded based on field review. LOCAL = origin or destination within corridor;
THROUGH = end-to-end travel between Lebanon and Monroe; REGIONAL = though-connection to larger regional network
via interstate system or other.
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No Recreational Vehicles, Taxis or Cars for Hire11 were observed using the corridor during the period of
study, but occasional/infrequent use no doubt occurs. Trip services such as Uber and Lyft are likely
growing parts of the travel option environment in the corridor, but were not specifically assessed.
Trip purpose types known, observed or assumed to exist in the SR 63 Corridor include:


Home-to-Work (commuting)



Home-to-School



Freight



Service/Delivery



Maintenance



Emergency



Recreation/Pleasure/Event



Shopping/Convenience



Personal Visit

While total traffic and heavy trucks have been on the steady rise since the 1982 start of ODOT’s traffic
records, it can also be reasonably assumed that other important component parts within those traffic
numbers, as listed in Table 1, have also been mirroring or perhaps exceeding those relative growth rates:
-

-

-

Service and delivery vehicle traffic growth is booming nationally with no abatement in sight,
this linked to growing consumer shifts to online shopping; this is consistent with observed
traffic in the SR 63 Corridor.
Increases in emergency vehicle runs are linked to continuing demographic shifts to older
populations, and conversion of rural lands to residential and commercial uses; land use plans
for the SR 63 Corridor can be expected to accelerate this trend. Demand service transit (jitney
bus) has a similar relationship to demographics and land use.
School bus and related school trip travel is an important part of the traffic picture on SR 63:
the Lebanon City School District area encompasses the whole of the SR 63 Corridor in
Warren County (see Map at right), and SR 63 is an important link in the district’s bus routing.
It can also be assumed that a home-to-school personal vehicle trips are made on SR 63 each
school-year day. As the corridor area grows and develops to include more residential use, the
school traffic component will increase in response.

11

“Cars For Hire” has traditionally included livery and limousine services and dedicated cars furnished with driver, all usually
visually recognizable in the traffic mix and especially destination zones. Services such as Uber and Lyft have pushed the
boundaries on this category.

The western half of the Lebanon City School District is oriented around the SR 63 Corridor (source: Warren County GIS)
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-

Truck Considerations
Heavy truck traffic is significant in the SR 63 Corridor in Warren County. At 8% of Average Daily
Traffic, truck volumes significantly influence level of service, safety and mobility on the existing facility.
In round numbers, daily truck volumes on SR 63 are roughly 1300 west of State Route 741, and 900 east
of SR 741. Based on land use and field observation, very few of these truck trips are generated directly
within the SR 63 study corridor. And the great majority of truck trips on SR 63 are passing entirely
though the corridor on the way to regional or national destinations.

The remaining 85% of trucks are making through trips beyond the SR 63 corridor, most to
unknown regional and national destinations via linkages to IR 75 to the west and IR 71 to the
east14. Random truck follow surveys on a single date in September 2015 found that 100% of
westbound trucks sampled entering the SR 63 corridor made full through-corridor trips on
toward IR-75. For eastbound trucks entering the corridor, 71% made full though-corridor
trips on to either IR-71 north or south via SR 123, or to US 42 south (also presumably on to
IR-71 south), and 29% exited the corridor south on SR 741 (and on to or toward IR-71 south).

A limited assessment of heavy truck origin/destination and routing behavior was undertaken as part of the
traffic field work in the corridor. The purpose was to establish a snapshot of heavy truck travel purposes
in the corridor, and to make an initial assessment of how many trucks are making through/regional
connecting trips between Interstates 75 and 71 via SR 6312. The findings of this assessment were as
follows:
-

An estimated 15% of all heavy trucks have a local origin or destination either within or
directly adjoining the corridor13. A notable local generator is the collection of truck-based
distribution centers located just beyond the west end of the corridor on Gateway Boulevard.
About 85% of heavy trucks, like this one, don’t have local origins or destinations and use the SR 63 Corridor for throughtrips and regional and national connections (west end of corridor at left, east end at right; both looking eastbound).

Directional Considerations
Based on actual traffic count data, the direction distribution of traffic for Peak Hour traffic in peak
direction is typically in the range of 55 to 60%, with the dominant direction being eastbound for PM peak
hour conditions, and westbound for AM peak hour conditions.
This growing cluster of distribution centers at the west end of the corridor,
though a significant truck traffic generator, is responsible for only an
estimated 10% or less of heavy truck traffic found today on SR 63 between
Monroe and Lebanon
12

For example, Southbound on IR75, to eastbound on SR 63 and SR 123 or US 42 to IR71, and continuing Southbound on
IR71 from there.
13
Based on land use and activity observations; estimated <2% directly within corridor, and remainder in directly adjoining
areas at west end (Monroe area east of IR 75), at mid-point/SR 741 (Otterbein and ODOT District 8) and east end (City of
Lebanon)

Peak Period Considerations
Based on actual traffic count data, PM peak hourly traffic is about 8.7% of 24-hour volume ADT (5-6
PM period), and the AM peak is typically about 7.8% of ADT (7-8 AM period).
14

Based on turn movement counts and field observation of randomly-sampled corridor truck trips conducted September 2015.
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EXISTING FACILITY PHYSICAL AND
OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS, INCLUDING
SAFETY

time to accommodate intersection improvements and drainage structure repair and replacement. The
maximum width in these widened areas is in the range of 60 to 120 feet.
Few sections of existing SR 63 have full 12-foot travel lanes. At most locations, actual travel width rarely
exceeds an estimated 11 feet. Lane widths in the recently improved (2013) section near the Miami
Valley Gaming facility are about 12 feet.

Physical Conditions
Physical conditions of the roadway elements in the SR 63 Corridor, including the right-of-way, affect
how the roadway performs relative to capacity, safety, efficiency and access.

Typical Section and ROW
The typical roadway section along existing SR 63 consists of two 12-foot (nominal) travel lanes, with
paved outside shoulder width ranging from 1½ to 8 feet, and graded grassed recovery area of 0 to 6 feet,
depending on location.

Some sections of existing SR 63 have actual land widths of significantly less than the 12-foot standard. The Honda compact SUV in this
image has an out-to-out width dimension of 5.97 feet. The estimated actual travel lane width at this location is about 10½ feet.
(Looking west on SR 63 near MP 6; image: GoogleEarth)

Pedestrian and Bike Accommodation
Except for sidewalks and crosswalks provided at the east end of the existing corridor at SR 63’s transition
into a 3-lane urban roadway section at Neil Armstrong Way in the City of Lebanon, there are no
separated or controlled provisions for pedestrian or bike traffic.
East of SR 741, paved shoulder widths of 1½ to 2 feet are typical
(looking westbound near MP 4). Shoulder widths are highly
variable throughout the corridor, and variations in travel lane
width also occur.

West of SR 741, paved shoulder widths of up to 8 feet occur in an
improved stretch near LCI (shown here), although narrower and
variable widths of 2 to 6 feet are also found in this section (looking
westbound at MP 2.5) .

Much of the existing corridor is located in the original 60-foot Right-of-Way dating from the original
Hamilton-Lebanon Road establishment in 1809. At some locations, the ROW has been widened over

Transit Accommodation
In the whole of the corridor, there are no special provisions for accommodation of transit operations (pull
offs, designated stops, dedicated lanes, park-and-ride, etc). There are no dedicated route transit
operations using the corridor. However, Warren County Transit provides on-call demand-scheduled
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jitney bus transit throughout the county, providing service for about 40,000 trips per year.

In recent

actions, the transit service announced plans for regular “loop” service in the Lebanon area, including a
dedicated stop on the Otterbein-Lebanon retirement community campus.
Otterbein-Lebanon also
operated its own jitney service for its residents to various destinations in the Warren County community
and larger region.
Bus transit vehicles operated by both Warren County Transit and Otterbein-Lebanon regularly and
frequently use the existing SR 63 corridor, and can be expected to do so in the future, likely with
increased frequency and extended service duration as the corridor develops.

Profile and Horizontal Curves
Horizontal curves are insignificant in the entirety of the corridor, excepting for a combination of minor
reverse curves at the west corridor terminus in transition to an improved section in the City of Monroe.
The remainder of existing SR 63 alignment closely follows the original dead-straight section lines of
lands laid out in early settlement periods.

Facility) is 94 or “Very Good”. A PCR of “very good” means the pavement is stable, with no cracking,
patching or deformation, and exhibits excellent riding qualities. No treatment is necessary. This section
of pavement was improved with the opening of the Miami Valley Gaming Facility,
Just east of the Gaming Facility, the PCR for the segment of SR 63 from approximately the 1.25 milepost
to about the 3.35 milepost (just east of the intersection with SR 741), is rated 88-87, which falls in the
“Good” range.
Beginning just east of the intersection with SR741, the segment of SR63 from approximately the 3.35
milepost to about the 6 milepost (just west of Neil Armstrong Boulevard), is rated 77 or “Fair”. A “fair”
rating means the pavement is generally stable, with minor structural weakness and good riding qualities.
Distress may include deformation with rutting depths up to ¾”, and with noticeable thermal cracks or
longitudinal cracks appearing in wheel paths. Maintenance projects like crack sealing may be
considered.

Vertical curves and tangent grades that make up the existing roadway profile are another matter. The SR
63 profile grade is “active” and variable along the length of the corridor. True tangent grade sections15
are few and scattered, totaling 12 locations with an approximate total length of 4,140 feet, or only about
14% of the total 5.5 mile corridor. The three highest maximum grades found in these approximate
tangent sections are 8% grade for a 200-foot section between Stations 183 and 185, 9% grade for a 200foot section between Stations 331 and 333, and 9% grade for a 410-foot section between Stations 346+30
and 350+40.
This section of SR 63 between MP 3.35 and MP 6 has a Pavement Condition Rating of
“Fair”. Longitudinal cracking as well as transverse deformation (in this case, from past
culvert work) is visible in this photo (looking westbound).

Pavement

Beginning at about the 6 milepost, the PCR is again rated 98 or “Very Good” where SR 63 intersects
with the recently completed Neil Armstrong Boulevard.

From west to east, SR 63 pavement conditions transition from Very Good to Fair16.
Beginning at Union Road, the pavement condition rating (PCR) for the segment of SR 63 from
approximately the .85 milepost to about the 1.25 milepost (slightly the past Miami Valley Gaming

15
16

Estimated only, from available terrain model and topo mapping; detailed survey has not been conducted.
Based on data from ODOT Transportation Management Information System (TIMS), 2016
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Drainage
Except for urban transition sections at the west and east end of the corridor, all of existing SR 63 has an
open/rural design drainage system. Highway pavement, shoulder, recovery area and backslope drainage
within the Right-of-Way is routed by open ditch or overland flow to swales or natural drainage features.
There are 16 pipe culverts of various sizes along the corridor providing drainage routing connections.

Mulfords Run: Structure File Number (SFN) 8301530, located 2 miles east of SR 741, built in 1950,
carries 2 lanes of traffic on SR 63 over Mulfords Run, a tributary to Turtle Creek. It is simple concrete
slab bridge with a single 27-foot span and an overall length of 29 feet. It has a sufficiency rating of 93.2,
and a general appraisal of 7, it is generally in good condition. It carries no utilities and has no special
features. Railings, transitions, guard and end rails meet acceptable standards.

Structures (Bridges)
There are three structures along the SR 63 study corridor greater than ten feet in span length17, and
therefore considered to be bridges. All pertain to drainage feature crossings. None are load limited.
From west to east:
Station Creek: Structure File Number (SFN) 8301514, located .33 miles east of SR 741, built in 2004,
carries 2 lanes of traffic on SR 63 over Station Creek. It is a filled concrete culvert with a 14-foot span.
It has a sufficiency rating18 of 94.1, and a general appraisal19 of 9, meaning it is in excellent condition. It
carries no utilities and has no special features. Guard and end rails meet acceptable standards.

Bridge structure, 27-foot span, at Mulfords Run, looking
upstream (north)

Reeders Run: Structure File Number (SFN) 8301565, located 1.24 miles west of SR 42, built in 1947,
carries 2 lanes of traffic on SR 63 over Reeders Run, a tributary of Turtle Creek. It is a simple prestressed concrete box beam with a single 47-foot span and an overall length of 49 feet. It has a
sufficiency rating of 74.6, and a general appraisal of 7. It is in fair condition. It carries no utilities and
has no special features. Railings, transitions, guard and end rails do not meet acceptable standards.

Culvert bridge structure, 14-foot span, at Station Creek,
looking downstream (south)

17

Based on data from ODOT Transportation Management Information System (TIMS), 2016
A bridge sufficiency rating is an overall rating on a scale of 0 to 100 percent, of a bridge’s fitness for the duty it performs
based on a large number of individual rating factors that include structural integrity and functional design.
19
A bridge general appraisal rating is a summary on a scale of 0 to 9, with 0 being failure, of separately rated conditions of the
structural components of a bridge, including deck, superstructure, and substructure conditions.
18

Bridge structure, 47-foot span, at Reeders Run, looking
upstream (north)
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Lighting

Rail Crossings

Except in transitions zones at the west and east end of the corridor, there is no roadway lighting provided
along the existing SR 63 Corridor.

There is one rail crossing at the west end of the SR 63 Corridor, a skewed at-grade crossing lying just
east of and adjacent to Union Road. The Indiana and Ohio Railway operates on this single track line
linking Mason and Monroe, and Class I yards beyond. Trains are very infrequent, typically very short
and operate at very slow speeds due to track and crossing conditions. The crossing is not gated or
lighted, and is marked only by cross-bucks and yield signs. The long term viability of this rail line is
unknown.

Signage and Pavement Markings
A detailed signage and pavement marking survey was not conducted as part of this Scoping Study. In
general, signage and striping is consistent with ODOT standards and FHWA’s Manual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD). However, the condition of MUTCD items is not consistent over the
length of the corridor. Poor visibility of pavement striping, for example, has been cited in some ODPS
crash reports for SR 63 over the past several years.

Traffic Control
Signalized intersections are found at three locations in the study corridor, west to east:
1)
At Miami Valley Gaming site driveway entrance (T-leg north, with protected left turn lane
and dedicated right turn lane on SR 63 mainline)
2)
At State Route 741 (4-way with protected left turns on SR 63 mainline and SR 741 N)
3)
At Neil Armstrong Way/SR 123 North (4-way with protected left turns on SR 63
mainline)
A fourth signalized intersection lies just outside the study corridor to the west, with Gateway Boulevard
forming the south leg, and the driveway entrance to Traders World flea market forming the north leg.
Three other public road intersections occur within the corridor, all unsignalized, sign and stop bar control
only:
- Union Road South (T-leg south; west terminus of study corridor)20
- McClure Road (T-leg south)
- Markey Road (T-leg north)

Clear Zone Obstacles
For speeds and grade/side slope conditions of the existing SR 63 corridor, an obstacle-free zone of at
least 40 feet or more from edge of travelled way is desired, and in no case should be less than 30 feet, the
minimum clear zone width per ODOT standards. Few locations on the existing corridor provide this
clearance: with a total right of way width as narrow as 60 feet, utility poles, mailboxes, headwalls,
fences, and trees are as close as 20 feet or less.

Access Management
Access management in the corridor is currently “By Permit” through ODOT, including consideration in
the local development process. There is no formal access management plan.

Operational Conditions
Design and Posted Speed
Design speed of the original “modern” facility dating from the 1950’s and earlier is unknown. More
recent improvements and rehabilitations by ODOT list a Design Speed of 55 MPH on limited plan sets
requiring statement of design speed.

20

Local plans are for this intersection to be eliminated by relocating Union Toad south to a tie-in to Gateway Boulevard, and
routing Union Road traffic to SR 63 via that 4-way signalized intersection, located 700 feet to the west. Similarly, it is
planned that Union Road north (currently stubbed out) will be reconnected to SR 63 on the north leg of the Gateway
Boulevard intersection, with the Traders World driveway access incorporated and maintained via that intersection.

Posted speed is 55 MPH, except in step-down sections to 50 MPH at either end of the corridor leading
into Lebanon and Monroe incorporated areas.
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important consideration in the identification of best plans for future improvements of the corridor. Truck
traffic is the most visible component among numerous and growing trip type and mode conflicts.

Free Flow Speed
Field studies conducted in November 2015 confirmed an average free flow speed of approximately 58
MPH in the west segment and 55 MPH in the east segment.

Level of Service
Capacity analysis21 of the existing facility free-flow segments, based on actual adjusted traffic 24-hour
data, vehicle mix, and physical roadway conditions, found the following for controlling peak period
conditions:
East of SR 741
West of SR 741

Level of Service D (Poor, approaching Unstable)
Level of Service E (Unstable Flow, approaching Failure)

A key factor in both segments is the extent of no passing zones, coupled with extent of “follow” traffic,
largely a function of high percentage of trucks.

Intersection Delay
Delay at the SR 741 signalized intersection was analyzed using HCS software for current conditions.
Overall calculated LOS is C/D, with about 29 seconds of average intersection delay, and LOS D on 3 of 4
left turns, for PM peak period traffic using default cycle times. This is generally consistent with field
observations, although current controller set up is observed to generate very long queues on the
eastbound PM peak approach, with delay extended over multiple cycles. It is evident that, under current
most conditions, segment capacity controls overall travel efficiency, and intersection control is currently
secondary. This could change under certain development scenarios.

Geometric Conflicts
Geometric conflicts are limited to challenging vertical curve and grade sections, and narrow travelled
way and shoulder widths. Some minor side road intersections have radius limitations.

Pedestrian and Non-Motorized Vehicles

Trip Type and Mode Conflicts
Trip type and vehicular mode are major concerns in the dynamics of operational behavior of the SR 63
Corridor. These factors are discussed in the previous section, EXISTING TRAFFIC, and are an
21

Trip type and vehicular mode conflicts are a major issue of consideration in planning future
improvements for the SR 63 Corridor

These are currently insignificant elements in the corridor, but need to be planned for in any improvement
program. The condition of the existing facility and limited accommodation is a major factor.

HCS 2010: Two-Lane Highways Release 6.70, McTrans; analyses by SHA
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Agricultural and Related Conflicts

Safety

This has historically been a major and looming traffic planning and safety issue: at peak operation, the
LCI/WCI complex was generating more than 70 agricultural equipment crossings of SR 63 each day. Ag
operations recently have been permanently ceased at the penal institutions. Other farm vehicle activity
in the corridor is limited, but does occur, including heavy (and slow) farm-to-market grain trucks during
harvest season.

Summary crash information is presented in Figure A-3 on Page 26.
Compiled crash data for the period 2013-2015 is found in Appendix C.
Two Safety Integrated Priority Project (SIP) locations are located along the SR 63 Corridor in the study
area. The first is located immediately east of Gateway Blvd., outside of the Monroe Corporation line.
This is a High Priority Segment. Additionally, a Low Cost Improvement Section is located east of the

Speed Enforcement

Markey Rd. Intersection.
Speed enforcement by motor patrol is not a major presence in the corridor. It is hypothesized that, in
large part, there is no safe shoulder area in the system to pull over during enforcement actions.
Crash Trends

Emergency Access
Emergency vehicles regularly use SR 63 in responding to calls in the general area and Turtlecreek
Township, including responding to crashes on SR 63 itself.

Incident Management
There is no formal incident management support assignment to the corridor. It is noted that most
serious/injury crashes shut down or seriously impede the highway for several hours or part of a day due
to difficult access and lack of safety shoulder.

The SR63 Corridor is currently experiencing crash rates at more than twice the statewide average for
similar facilities22. The average crash rate for the entire 5.4 mile corridor in the 2013-2015 analysis
period was 3.75 crashes per Million Vehicle Miles, about 2.2 times the statewide average. Breaking this
down further, the rate was 3.20 per MVM west of SR741, and 4.55 per MVM east of SR741. Crash
frequency is increasing as traffic volumes increase. This indicates that the facility is approaching its
“tipping point”, that level where the crash rate increases abruptly due to saturation of the roadway
capacity, increased stops and turns, and increased opposing traffic, leaving no margin for driver error.
This correlates with a high crash frequency during peak periods. The single largest hour for crash
occurrence is the 5 to 6 PM period (12.2%), and more than half of all crashes occur in the noon to 7 PM
high travel period.
Crashes are occurring while vehicles are slowing, or stopped in traffic. Rear-end collisions account for
49% of crashes, with “following too closely/failure to provide assured clear distance” also cited in 49%
of crashes. Rear end crashes are often the result of unexpected reductions in speed or sight distance.
Geometry plays a role in crash location. Approximately 200 feet of vertical relief occurs along the study
corridor. One 830-foot stretch of roadway exhibits grades in excess of 7%. About 31% of all crashes in
the study area occur on horizontally straight, vertical grade conditions. Ten crashes occurred at log
points 4.12 – 4.22, a sag curve with several drives and limited sight distance.

22

The 2013 Ohio Statewide average for 2-lane undivided rural highways was 1.68/MVM
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After rear end collisions, fixed object “run off the road” crashes, account for the second highest crash
frequency type at 17%. These crashes are often the result of trying to avoid a rear-end collision, or loss
of control.
Following rear-end and fixed object crashes, angle crashes and collisions with animals are next most
common, accounting for 7 and 6% of all reported crashes, respectively. Animal crashes often go
unreported if there is no significant damage or injury, so actual frequency is unknown.

Access Management – A number of problematic access points, some exacerbated by vertical curve and
sight distance conditions exist along the route. Legacy residential drives, institutional entrances with
increased ingress/egress volumes, slow moving farm and maintenance vehicles, along with the
introduction of drivers not familiar with the area, have amplified the importance of access improvements.
Roadway Geometric Characteristics – Although the roadway is extremely straight with very few
horizontal curves, its vertical geometry – significant ups and downs with associated sight distance
problems – contributes to unpredictable speeds and driver behavior.

While 77% of crashes are described as “not at an intersection”, a significant number occurred at several
high frequency locations proximal to problematic access points: in the MVG Gaming area, approaching
the SR 741 intersection, in high driveway count areas east of SR 741, and in the high access point
transition zone to the City of Lebanon. These crash concentrations are likely result of introduction of
unexpected maneuvers, including slowing and stopping near access points.
Crashes with injuries or fatalities generally correlate to more severe accidents of greater concern in safety
planning. About 26% of all accidents in the SR 63 corridor have injuries (including fatalities). The
distribution and clustering of these injury/fatality accidents was examined separately, with the general
findings illustrated on Figure A-3 on Page 26. The red ellipses on Figure A-3 indicate where
concentrations of the most severe and injury-causing crashes have been occurring, out of proportion to
the rest of the corridor.

Potential Countermeasures
The following counter-measures could reduce impacts of crashes regardless of long-range strategies or
short-term projects selected:
Widen Shoulders – Widening shoulders could reduce the impact of fixed object accidents, as well as
reduce road closures due to accidents.
Widen Substandard Lanes – Lane widths in some sections is well less than the standard and driverexpected 12 feet.
Flatten Vertical Curves – Significant sight and stopping distance problems associated with the vertical
profile of the roadway exist.

Contributing Factors and Emerging Issues
Driver Expectations – SR63 has historically functioned as a rural arterial connecting the cities of
Lebanon and Monroe. Because of its mostly rural setting and character, the roadway does not exhibit the
cues that motorists associate with the need for caution. Narrow shoulders, open ditches, utility poles,
adjacent visual encroachments, unpredictable driveways and access points, and confusing lane transitions
combine to create a “busy” cognitive condition for motorists, especially those not familiar with the route.
Trip Type and Modal Conflicts – Changes in user mix and and traffic volumes, including the
introduction of a significant fraction of heavy truck trips and increased commuter and convenience trips
are still travelling on the original two-lane facility, resulting in growing conflicts in travel speed and
driver behavior among vehicles.

Protect Turning Movements – Alternative intersection designs could reduce unexpected movements
resulting from unprotected access points.
Traffic Calming –Rumble strips could reduce speeds on vertical curves.
Access Management – Reducing the number of conflict points should be part of a long-range sustainable
solution.
Enhanced Warning Signage – Animals generally develop repeatable habits. Next generation warning
signs could identify concentrated crossing zones.
Way finding – Clear directions reduce driver distraction and improve safety.
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FUTURE TRAFFIC
A 2040 planning horizon year was identified by the study team to be the basis of assessment of future
traffic conditions for the corridor.

Growth in the current internal traffic (the 10%±) in the corridor is accounted for in the forecasts provided
by the ODOT SHIFT output. Other traffic from major new development needs to be separately
developed.

Macroscale Corridor Future Traffic

Planning-level Composite Scenarios and Volumes

Macroscale traffic modeling forecasts from the Ohio-Kentucky-Indiana Regional Council of

In separate examinations, the study team developed and evaluated, on a preliminary basis, the traffic

Governments were obtained and examined. Comparative trend-based forecasts from the Ohio
Department of Transportation were also obtained and reviewed.

forecasts and impacts from various development scenarios evolving in the corridor. These are not
included in the Future Traffic discussion at this time, pending updated development proposal
information.

The ODOT forecast, using agency SHIFT23 software, was used in this study24 to estimate baseline traffic
growth in the SR 63 corridor.

The Baseline traffic forecast provided in this Scoping Study gives a basis of assessment of change and
needed transportation capacity accommodations stemming from major new development.

Pertinent information related to the traffic projections are found in Appendix E, and summarized in
Figure A-4 on Page 28. On Figure A-4, the red band indicating “Good” Level of Service in the “B” to
“C” range is based on Highway Capacity Manual evaluation assuming existing roadway and traffic mix
conditions (e.g. lane width, shoulder, profile grade, access, heavy truck percentage) for non-intersection
control segments.

Internal Corridor Future Traffic
The existing SR 63 corridor produces relatively little “internal” traffic in its mostly rural condition,
compared to overall traffic volumes on SR 63. An estimated 90% of the AADT on the road today is
generated external to the corridor.
This will change as the corridor develops. Under different planning and development scenarios, the ratio
of internal trip fraction could grow to 50% or even more of total volume, even as baseline25 traffic growth
continues upward.

23

Simplified Highway Forecasting Tool.
The OKI output did not correlate well with existing traffic conditions.
25
Baseline traffic is the mostly external traffic that uses the corridor today (does not include major new development).
24
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT

supply to parks and natural areas, as well as the county engineer’s office.

A preliminary assessment or environmental features, conditions and constraints – or environmental
context - was completed to give scoping guidance to the development and consideration of detailed
alternatives for near-term and long-term improvements in the SR 63 corridor.

Landscape, Physiography and Soils

The transportation planning work undertaken as part of the Scoping Study concluded that future
improvements for SR 63 will focus on the existing roadway alignment and right-of-way, closely
following and making maximum use of the existing right-of-way corridor. Therefore, for the purpose of
establishing Environmental Context, an area with a width of not less than 1000 feet either side of the
existing SR 63 centerline, and running the approximate 5½ mile length of the corridor between Monroe
and Lebanon, was used as a study area guide to compile and consider environmental features, conditions
and constraints of potential importance.
The environmental features, conditions and constraints identified in this preliminary assessment are
summarized below and on Plates A-5 and A-6 beginning on Page 30.

The SR 63 Corridor is located in the glacial Till Plains section of the Central Lowlands physiographic
province, an area characterized by a soil surface of deep loamy till with zones of moraine glacial
deposits, and incised by large and small stream valleys filled with glacial outwash to varying extents.
These conditions are evident in the rolling landscape along
the corridor today, historically dominated by agricultural
activity on the rich surface soils. Buried valleys are
common in the Till Plains, filled with glacial outwash and
comprising current day groundwater aquifers, as found
today in the westernmost part of the SR 63 corridor.
Streams that traverse the SR 63 corridor are cut into
cobble and gravel outwash in broad post-glacial valleys.

One of the most evident manifestations of the physiographic
history of the corridor is the varied surface landscape that
contributes to the notable aesthetic character of the area.

Natural Systems

Aquifers and Groundwater

Natural systems include physical and biological components of that shape and characterize the nonmanmade parts of the environment. There are no natural systems in the SR 63 corridor today that have
not been influenced or modified by prior human action or activity. Nonetheless, natural systems are an
important part of Environmental Context, both in service value to ecological communities, and in
intrinsic value to the human environment.

Important groundwater resources occur in parts of the SR 63 corridor. At the west end of the corridor, a
significant lens of the Great Miami Buried Valley Aquifer loops into flat terrace lands east of I-75. A
large well field providing drinking water to the Warren
Correctional Institute, as well as two wells serving the
Otterbein campus, are found along the south side of existing
SR 63 in this area. Yields of 1000 gallons per minute in
Sand-Gravel formations at depths of about 100 feet are
reported (ODNR, 1986).

Citizens, leaders and stakeholders linked to the SR 63
corridor recognize these natural systems as important
parts of the community. This is reflected in various
aspects the Warren County Regional Planning
Commission’s adopted plans and strategies for the area,
and also incorporated in guidance, policy and actions
from local agencies ranging from soil and water
conservation to storm water management to public water

The Warren County community has embraced identifying
and enhancing priority environmental features and
natural systems (map source: WCRPC)

A narrow finger of the GMBVA loops to the south and
extends into the east end of the SR 63 corridor in the
Markey Road/City of Lebanon area. Wells in this SandGravel zone are shallower (75 feet) and typically yield 400
gallons per minute.

A drinking water well field serving the Warren County
Correctional Institute is located along existing SR 63 at
the west end of the corridor.
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All of the aquifer and well field areas require special consideration and protection in subsequent stages of
SR 63 corridor project development26.

Surface water features in the SR 63 corridor are important but not limiting elements. Nonetheless,
special planning and design accommodation is required to obtain a best long-term outcome consistent
with local plans, including disposition and management of highway runoff.

Watersheds, Streams and Wetlands
The SR63 corridor straddles the Great Miami and Little Miami river watershed. The drainage breakpoint
is about one mile west of the SR 741 intersection.
There are five Waters of the U.S. stream crossings along the

Reeders Run is the largest stream feature crossing
the SR corridor, part of the Little Miami River
watershed

existing roadway corridor, all within the Little Miami drainage.
Reeders Run and Mulfords Run are the largest features, both
direct tributaries to Turtle Creek in the east end of the corridor
and part of the Little Miami River watershed. Reeders Run is
located just east of Markey Road, and Mulfords Run is located
east of McClure Road at SR 63. To the west, to the east and
west of SR 741, there are three smaller crossings of branches of
Station Creek, a tributary to Little Muddy Creek in the Turtle
Creek and Little Miami watersheds.

There are no direct stream crossings of the corridor in the Great Miami watershed portion of the study
area. Millers Run crosses the corridor to the west within the City of Monroe. But at the western
terminus of the study corridor, a ½ mile segment of Shaker Run closely parallels the existing roadway
corridor. Although this is not a natural stream channel, having been relocated and channelized to a
straight ditch condition in the 1800’s to improve drainage of Shaker community land holdings, it is still a
significant constraint or consideration to future roadway improvements.
Wetlands occur in isolated locations along the surrounding lands of the SR 63, but none of significance
identified in the National Wetland Inventory occur in the lands abutting the existing SR 63 corridor right
of way.
There are some minor, unmapped potential wetland features that occur along some drainage
features.

26

Designated Floodplain
A broad swath of FEMA-designated 100-year floodplain, associated with Shaker Run creek, is found
along either side of existing SR 63 at the western end of the corridor. Near the intersection with Union
Road, the 100-year flood elevation slightly exceeds the
SR 63 pavement elevation. The hydraulic and hydrologic
conditions in this zone are complex, owing to past stream
modifications, low hydraulic gradient, flow restrictions
and changes in land cover.
There are narrow and limited designated floodplain zones
in the eastern part of the corridor at Mulfords Run and
Reeders Run.

As for surface water features, floodplains are important in
the corridor, and require special planning and design
accommodation to obtain a workable solution.

Looking west from Miami Valley Gaming entrance along
Shaker Run and, to left, existing SR 63. Floodplain
extends from either side of roadway, due to Shaker Run
and backwater conditions from Millers Creek to west.

Terrestrial Habitats
There are no regionally unique terrestrial ecological
habitats within and along the corridor. Most lands have
been modified, since early settlement clearing in the 18th
century, from long periods of agricultural, institutional
and, more recently, residential land management.
Today, the highest ecological value terrestrial habitats
found in the corridor are those wooded/mixed vegetation
zones and corridors associated with streams and drainage
features.
Value increases further where connection
among habitat zones and types occurs.

This wooded/mixed growth terrestrial habitat occurs along
the headwaters of Station Creek.

Detailed well logs and records have not been checked as part of this study.
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Terrestrial habitats in the corridor have value in association with other elements, including threatened and
endangered species. Continuity and connectedness of habitat, where prudent, should be considered in
planning and design of future transportation improvements in the SR 63 corridor.

Interchange design type, is an important and attractive feature to development and commerce
considerations.
In conventional terms, the corridor itself is rural and lightly populated in its current state of development,
with pockets of low-density suburban and rural housing along existing SR 63.

Threatened and Endangered Species
Six plant and animal species are Federally listed as Threatened or Endangered for Warren County.
Indiana Bat (Endangered), Northern Long-eared Bat (Threatened), Rayed Bean mussel (Endangered), and
Running Buffalo Clover (Endangered) have habitat and occurrence potential in the corridor area, and will
required follow up surveys in subsequent stages of work. Bald Eagle (Special Concern) and Eastern
Massasauga rattlesnake (Proposed Threatened) do not have suitable habitat in the corridor and little
potential for occurrence.

However, more substantial residential development is found in recent and currently underway PUD-type
subdivisions extending from the Lebanon core, and in lands lying visually removed from the main SR 63
spine. More of this type of development is in the pipeline or planned in the SR 63 corridor travelshed.
Beyond conventional subdivision development, there are three pockets of unconventional development
that are significant to current and future travel demand in the SR 63 corridor. From west to east along the
corridor, they are as follows:
1.

Designated Natural Areas
There are no designated public or private natural areas or preserves with special habitat or wildlife
protection management operations in the SR 63 corridor area or environs.

Miami Valley Gaming This is a “racino” gaming and horse racing facility
developed to its current state in 2013. Miami Valley Gaming has a significant regional
draw as a recreational attraction. The MVG
facility has parking for 3,200 automobiles and
23 buses on its 120 acre site along the north
side of existing SR 63.
The facility has 1,600 gaming machines, six
restaurants, and racing grandstanding seating
for 3,000. Although open for gaming 24
hours, peak travel activity on most dates is
generally between 5 and 9 PM.

Built Environment

Communities and Developed Areas
The SR 63 Corridor extends between two significant communities and population/development centers:
the City of Lebanon on the east, and the City of Monroe on the west. Lebanon is closely coupled to the

2.

SR 63 corridor: the existing SR 63 route terminates in the southern part of the Lebanon central business
district, and junctions there to SR 123 (east) and US 42 (south) to routing linkage to Interstate 71.
Monroe is also closely linked to SR 63: the route27 slips along the north edge of the historical center of
Monroe on the west side of I-75, and on the east side of I-75, SR 63 bisects more recently annexed areas
that have been developed to warehouse, freeway services, and regional retail uses. The SR-63
interchange with I-75, recently expanded and upgraded by ODOT to an efficient Single-Point Urban

The Miami Valley Gaming facility was developed in
2013 at the west end of the study corridor (image:
GoogleEarth)

Lebanon and Warren Correctional Institutions – The two facilities on the south side of SR
63 share a campus and service and access driveway, and are owned and operated by the
State of Ohio through its Department of Rehabilitation and Correction. The LCI28 was
opened in 1960 as close-security facility, with a current inmate population of 2,365 and a
staff population of 511.

28
27

In this area, as a four-lane divided highway with grass median and full shoulders.

The official ODRC acronym for the Lebanon Correctional Institute is LeCI; however, in the local community it is referred
to as “LCI” and that version is used throughout this document.
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The entire land area of the original LCI site
totals 1,900 acres, including significant
agricultural production fields and facilities
to serve the inmate population. The WCI
opened in 1989 as a medium security
transition facility on 45 acres within the
overall site, with an inmate population of
1,328 and a staff population of 376.
Virtually all staff commute in and out of
the campus daily, and both facilities have

Land Use Plans and Policies

The combined Lebanon and Warren Correctional
Institutions have a significant inmate, staff and day-visitor
populations in the SR 63 corridor (image: McClatchy)

significant daily visitors and service
deliveries.
3.

Otterbein Lebanon – This is a senior lifestyle community situated on 1,400 acres and
affiliated with the United Methodist Church, with access off of SR 741 on the north side
of the SR 63 corridor. The Otterbein campus
currently includes 550 residences, and
additional care and nursing accommodations;
current on-campus population is estimated at
about 1,000 resident and 300 staff. The
campus has extensive amenities, and driving
and non-driving residents are accommodated
thru garage, surface parking and shuttle bus
facilities and services. Otterbein Lebanon has The Otterbein Lebanon campus is slated for major
expansion and population increase.
major development expansion plans underway
(“Union Village”) which would provide up to 5,000 new homes and up to 300,000 square
feet of commercial services.

At either end of the corridor, both Lebanon (population 21,000, with business, government and retail
attractions) and Monroe (population 13,000, with trucking/logistics, outlet and vendor retail, and
Interstate 75 connection attractions) both are growing, vital cities that generate significant travel to and
though the SR 63 corridor.
All of these components of communities and development are significant to transportation needs and
context of improvement planning, design and delivery for the SR 63 corridor.

The Warren County Regional Planning Commission has developed extensive land planning examinations
for the future of the areas contiguous to the SR 63 Corridor. Three WCRPC documents of record have
specific application to the SR 63 Corridor relative to land use plans and polices: 1) The Warren County
Comprehensive Plan and 2030 Land Use Plan, which examines the whole of the county, 2) the Gateway
Plan West, which deals specifically with the western third of the county along the I-75 boundary, which
includes the western half of the SR 63 Corridor, and 3) site-specific plans and approvals dealing with the
planned major development and expansion at Otterbein Lebanon (“Union Village”).
The 2030 Land Use Plan from the county’s adopted comprehensive plan, shown for the area in the
vicinity of the SR 63 Corridor, is found on Figure A-7 on the following page. Pertinent portions of other
approved and adopted plans are provided in Appendix D.
Much of the adopted plans are framed in the form of goals and recommendations. These have been
reviewed in the process of this Scoping Study, and appropriate elements to support and facilitate the
adopted plan have been incorporated in the strategy evaluation criteria and Purpose and Need portions of
the Study.
Key elements or representations of adopted plans with significance to the SR Corridor are as follows:


In terms of future land use change, the SR 63 Corridor is expected to have as much or more
change and development activity as any place in the county.



Preservation and enhancement of greenspace, achieving environmental benefits, improved
stormwater outcomes, and aesthetic considerations in transportation are important themes.



The Gateway West part of the county will undergo tremendous change, driven by a combination
of available lands and market access through transportation, and the condition and quality of the
SR 63 corridor is a key part of that change.



Approved plans for the Union Village development alone will have a major impact on nature of
the SR 63 corridor and operational behavior of area roadways.

In summary, it is evident that the future of the SR 63 corridor is targeted for major change relative to land
use and development, with corresponding major changes in travel demand, traffic volumes and
transportation needs.
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corridor east of SR 741, and on the north side of the corridor east of Markey Road (at the east end of the
corridor). Low income data is not available for parts of the corridor, including the LCI/WCI area.

Land Forms, Land Modification and Viewsheds
On the macroscale, the land forms of the SR 63 corridor are largely unchanged since early settlement
days. The rolling landscape created by glacial activity and subsequent surface drainage has mostly been
sustained by agricultural use. Minor site modification and grading has occurred on residential parcels,
farmsteads, and on institutional sites (Otterbein, LCI/WCI). The existing SR 63 roadway profile offers
some relief from the wagon road profile established in the 1800’s, but it is much closer to the original
than different. Modern-era road shoulder cut and fill zones are evident, but are minor visual elements
compared to the original landscape. At most locations, owing to narrow right of way and close
conformity with terrain, the view of the existing road is limited and not at all dominant except within
100-300 feet of the facility, depending on location.
The view from the existing roadway is varied, undulating and of visual interest, and in two locations
offers notable vistas, or viewsheds; all of this contributes to a positive aesthetic character. Eastbound,
motorists have a long view of the Turtle Creek valley and the City of Lebanon at about MP 4 (about 200
feet of relief). Westbound, west of MP 3, a long view toward Monroe opens up descending into the
broad Great Miami valley (about 160 feet of relief).

Among other population considerations, significant concentrations in the corridor are as follows:

Ohio DOT projects must consider the risk of disproportionate impacts to minority and low income
populations (Environmental Justice populations). For the SR 63 corridor, distribution and occurrence of
EJ populations is somewhat unconventional, due to the presence of major incarceration facility and
retirement community elements.
Based on initial review of USEPA data, no significant minority populations occur in the corridor except
at the LCI/WCI correctional institution campus; it may be inferred that additional minority population
use, in terms of visits to the campus, also are part of the EJ picture here, and will need to be accounted for
in project development.
Low income population concentrations are found associated with the Otterbein Lebanon retirement
community campus. Other areas of low income are the rural density area along the south side of the

Elderly (Over Age 6429): Otterbein Lebanon area; rural area south side of corridor

-

Less than High School Education: LCI/WCI area

-

Linguistically Isolated (non-English speaking): no concentrations in corridor

Historic Resources
Based on initial review of Ohio Historic Preservation Office records, there are no features within the SR
63 corridor that are listed on the National Register of Historic Places. There are other OHPO inventory
features that occur in and along the corridor to be considered in the scope of subsequent stages of work:

For the purposes of scoping for future transportation improvements, consideration should be given to the
issues of view of the roadway corridor, and from the roadway corridor.

Environmental Justice

-

-

Eight prior-located archaeological sites (none are NR-listed) in scattered locations along some
drainage features and some upland areas, including four on the south side of SR 63 at the SR
741 intersection (two either side of SR 741), and

-

An Ohio Genealogical Society-listed cemetery in NW quadrant of SR 63/SR 741 intersection
(“Otterbein-Shaker Cemetery”).

The Otterbein-Shaker Cemetery is an active
cemetery operated by the Otterbein Lebanon
Retirement Community. Otterbein is the
successor to the large property holdings of the
original Union Village Shaker community dating
from the 1800’s. This cemetery is located in the
general vicinity of one of the original Shaker
burial grounds, which is thought to have spanned
either side of Hamilton-Lebanon Road (today’s
SR 63) west of current day SR 741.
The Shakers typically did not provide markers on

The Otterbein-Shaker Cemetery, with grave markers visible NW of
the SR 741 intersection, is an important constraint in the SR 63
corridor. Other cultural resource features occur, or may occur, in
this intersection area.

individual grave sites; as such, the gravestones present in the Otterbein-Shaker Cemetery today mark the
burial places of individuals who died in 1916 or later.
29

Federal nomenclature; infers persons 65 and older.
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The intersection of current day SR 63 and SR 741 has had known historical and prehistoric activity.
Archeological surveys completed by ODOT along the south side of SR 63 (for a lane widening at the
intersection) found evidence of prehistoric use of this high ground area at four locations. The northeast
quadrant of the intersection was the site of a cluster of Shaker community buildings known to be extant
in 1867 (“South Family” buildings). This same quadrant (or possibly northwest) is thought to be the
original site of Beedle’s Station, named for the first Warren County settlement blockhouse built in 1795.
All of this requires examination for occurrence and significance in subsequent stages of work for the SR
63 corridor.

Parks and Recreation Areas
There are no public parks or recreation areas in and along the SR 63 Corridor.
Warren County’s Armco Park is a major park facility north of the corridor on SR 741. This is a 311 acre
complex with varied active sports and passive recreation/greenspace provisions, and draws visitors from
a large area. It is estimated that more than 100,000 citizens visit the park annually, with peak days seeing
nearly 1,000 visitors30. Most of these visitors use the SR 63 corridor to access Armco Park.

Further consideration of the relationship of transportation improvements to prime farmland is an
important scoping item for project development.

Air Quality Considerations
Primary air quality considerations for the SR 63 Corridor are transportation relationships to ozone
(internal combustion engine sources) and fine particulate matter (diesel exhaust sources).
The SR 63 Corridor and Warren County are part of the OKI Region nine county marginal nonattainment
area for ozone designated by USEPA in May 2012, pursuant to provisions of the Clean Air Act
Amendments 1990, under the 2008 ozone standard. Probable capacity improvement actions are included
in OKI’s air quality-conforming long range transportation plan, so ozone management implications have
been accounted for in conforming with USEPA requirements.
In 2011, USEPA found the OKI region to be in attainment of the annual fine particulate (PM2.5)
standard, so particulates are not a primary consideration. However, if future improvements in the SR 63
corridor include new alignment options, particulate impacts may require analysis and consideration.

Prime Farmland
Noise Considerations
Much of the rural land in and extending from the SR 63 Corridor is in agricultural use, including row
crops, grains, beef and dairy cattle, hay, and fallow lands. The LCI/WCI campus has historically been
the dominant single ag operator in the corridor, farming lands totaling more than 1,000 acres both north
and south of existing SR 63 to produce foods for the prison populations31.
The majority of ag lands along the SR 63 corridor are classified as Prime Farmland by the USDA. A
preliminary evaluation of approximately 1,000 acres along and abutting the SR 63 Corridor found that
about 84% of all soil mapping units in that area are classified as Prime Farmland, exclusive of past
modification and current non-ag use considerations.
30

Warren County Park District, 2016.
In a recent operational and facilities change, the prison ag operations have been ceased and much of the institution-owned
production lands sold off. Some ag operation is expected to continue in the near-term under land rent agreements to local
farmers.
31

Traffic noise is an important consideration in transportation facilities planning. There are few noisesensitive receptors along the SR 63 Corridor. Residential receptors are mostly sparse and scattered, or
distant, from existing traffic noise sources32. Some physical shielding (from grade differences and
terrain) occurs, and there are no known non-residential noise sensitive sites or uses.
Future roadway system improvements in the SR 63 corridor will likely require traffic noise analysis.
While it not likely that extensive noise abatement in the form of sound barrier walls will be warranted or
feasible, they could be required at limited locations under certain conditions.
In any case, it is
recommended that future improvements for the SR 63 corridor consider proactive noise management
provisions, including pavement design33, profile/earthwork34, and vegetation/soil profile35 considerations.
32

The most significant area is a linear cluster of 10 homes fronting the south side of existing SR 63 west of McClure Road.
Minimization of tire noise, particularly from heavy trucks.
34
Maximize noise shielding and energy absorption for future uses.
33
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Hazardous Materials
There are no known major hazardous materials or contaminated sites in the SR 63 Corridor. However,
there are several locations that will require at least screening-level assessment for any future major
roadway improvements to ensure that no unreasonable risks to current or future transportation corridor
right-of-way are present (listed west to east):
-

Rail grade crossing near Union Road,

-

Texas Gas pipeline crossing and metering station,

-

Ag operations buildings and ASTs (and possible USTs) and former wastewater plant at LCI,

-

Duke Energy substation, and

-

ODOT Warren County maintenance garage and ASTs.

None of these sites are expected to pose major problems in improvement project development, based on
corridor windshield survey.

Public and Private Utilities

Telecom and related,

-

Electric power,

-

Public water and sewer,

-

Private water,

-

Natural gas, and

-

Interstate gas transmission.

Overhead telecom is provided by CenturyLink and AT&T Ohio vendors mostly piggybacked to power
distribution poles.
Overhead electrical power transmission and distribution is provided by Duke Energy Ohio. A Duke
substation is located on the north side of SR 63 west of SR 741. The entire SR 63 corridor has
power/telecom poles on at least one side of the ROW; an estimated 70% of the total corridor has poles on
both sides, with a number of overhead cross-over wiring leads.
35

Private water systems associated with the LCI/WCI and Otterbein facilities are found along the corridor.
The Lebanon Correctional Institute developed a well field just west of the LCI/WCI campus and south of
existing SR 63. Nine producing wells in rotation provide all
the drinking and process water for the prison operations
through a local transmission and distribution network. A
separate location with two wells produces drinking and
process water for the Otterbein Lebanon campus, piped
about 1½ miles to the northeast via a local transmission and
distribution network. These well production areas require
special attention for protection in development of
transportation improvements in the SR 63 corridor.

Two wells in a compact array (clump of trees, left)
produce drinking water for the Otterbein Lebanon
campus 1½ miles to the northeast (looking west on
SR 63; image: GoogleEarth)

Natural gas distribution in the SR 63 corridor area is provided by Columbia Gas of Ohio, Duke Energy
Ohio, and Knox Energy Cooperative Association. Knox supplies gas to two major users of natural gas,
The MVG Gaming facility, and the WCI/LCI campus, via a service connection direct tap to the Texas
Gas pipeline that traverses the corridor; related underground distribution piping is found in, along and
crossing the SR 63 corridor.

Significant utilities in the SR 63 Corridor fall into six categories:
-

Public water and sewer service in the SR 63 Corridor is provided by Warren County Water and Sewer
Department, the City of Lebanon, and the City of Monroe. Distribution and coverage details have not
been assessed as part of this study.

Natural gas transmission facilities of significance are found at
one location in the SR 63 Corridor. A 30-inch high pressure
interstate gas transmission line (Texas Gas) crosses the
corridor at a skew angle, traversing part of the MVG property
and the LCI well field. The origin of the line dates from
World War 2 when it was built to transfer ship bunker oil
from Texas oilfields and refineries to east coast shipyards; Texas Gas metering station, looking along skew
today it has been converted to carry natural gas. The angle of underground 30-inch transmission line
(looking west on SR 63; image: GoogleEarth)
transmission line includes a metering and valving station, as
well as a local service tap (Knox Energy), in a small fenced but un-barriered site just south of the existing
SR 63 right of way. This station and pipeline require special attention for protection in development of
transportation improvements in the SR 63 corridor.

Optimize for sustained plantings; minimal but important benefit to noise propagation.
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Scoping Issues for Environmental Engineering
From preliminary examination, the following is a summary of key scoping issues for Environmental
Engineering in subsequent project development for SR 63 corridor improvements (in no particular order):

Traffic Noise – Assuming new capacity is part of the improvement picture for the SR 63 Corridor, traffic
noise impact analysis will be required. Extensive abatement measures in the form of noise walls are not
anticipated to be warranted or feasible at most locations, but other proactive noise management measures
need to be integrated in project development.

Aquifer Protection – The Sole Source Aquifer areas and drinking water wells and wellfields in the
corridor require impact avoidance, protection and impact risk mitigation. Well owners and aquifer
protection groups need to be engaged in this process at the appropriate juncture.

Utilities – Special considerations and details will be required to protect operations and assets of the
Texas Gas pipeline and metering station, including public safety and security.

Stormwater and Highway Runoff – The Warren County Engineer’s Office, the Warren County
Regional Planning Commission and the Warren County Soil and Water Conservation District all have a
role and expectations in the long-term relationship of the SR 63 corridor to stormwater outcomes, ranging
from specific minimum requirements to best practices guidelines. Provisions for management of
highway runoff from the SR 63 corridor need to respond to local plans, rules and expectations for the
long-term benefit of the County and townships and their citizens and stakeholders.
Land Use Plans – Adopted local land use plans, and corresponding approved development plans,
establish a strong framework to which any transportation improvement in the SR 63 corridor must
respond. In best practice, the transportation investments will facilitate adopted plans and growth, or
growth management and preservation, as appropriate. Effective environmental engineering phase efforts
will be required.
Aesthetics - An extension of adopted local plans, there are strong expectations for an aesthetically
pleasing and effective outcome for an improved SR 63 corridor. This is expressed not only in formal
planning frameworks for the corridor area, but also from stakeholders and elected officials in informal
conversation. Aesthetic design needs to be integrated in decision making for future improvements.
Threatened and Endangered Species – Specific surveys and assessments for T&E species will be
required. Measures regarding impact avoidance or minimization may be required in development of
improvement plans. Impact management or mitigation strategies may be required in the form of special
design provisions, or participation in off-site habitat banking programs.
Hazardous Materials – Environmental Site Assessment screening will be required for at least five sites
on six properties. Phase 1 assessments may be required for an estimated two of these locations (Texas
Gas and LCI WWTP site).

Stream Crossings and Waterway Permits – Any major capacity improvement to the SR 63 corridor
will involve some impacts to stream and the Waters of the U.S. Depending on design refinement and
phasing, it is possible that the improvements will meet the conditions of Corps of Engineers Regional
General Permit A, with Pre-Construction Notification, as a best scenario. A more conservative
assumption is that Individual Section 404 Permits (Corps), with Section 401 Water Quality Certifications
(Ohio EPA), may be required.
Prime Farmland – Due to expected right of way needs, it is possible that improvements in the SR 63
corridor will require farmland conversion impact rating (FCIR) assessment. It is more likely that that the
final improvement scheme will be below the FCIR threshold, once site specifics are examined. In either
case, some examination of farmland impact issues is required.
Cultural Resources – A few areas in the SR 63 Corridor have undergone Cultural Resources surveys for
pipeline and utility work, and past minor road widenings. These constitute only a small part of the
corridor area and possible capacity improvement footprint.
Some parts of the likely improvement
footprint are within prior disturbed right of way or other prior disturbed or modified lands. A Section
106 scoping request form will need to be prepared and filed to determine extent of new CR work
required.
Environmental Justice – EJ populations in the corridor will require examination for relationship to
possible corridor improvements, and planning and design adjustments where warranted and feasible to
minimize or mitigate any disproportionate impacts. EJ concerns include scattered rural low income
households served by the corridor, as well as concentrated minority populations at LCI/WCI, and
concentrated low income populations at Otterbein-Lebanon.
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Balance Required
To obtain and sustain the best solution for the community, all of these elements of Environmental
Context require careful consideration and accommodation, under not less than the Section 102 “balance”
proviso of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, in development and delivery of future
transportation improvements in the SR 63 Corridor.
This recommended “balance” approach is consistent with Purpose and Need, community goals, context
sensitive solution approaches, and performance-based practical design.
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(due to increases traffic density, different types of trips, heavy truck volumes and new points of
access). More than 25% of all crashes on SR 63 involve injuries, indicative of severe accidents
requiring emergency fire or medical response. Injury crashes occur once a week on the SR 63
corridor on average, causing partial or complete shutdown of lanes or through traffic, this owing
to the narrow and confined cross section of the two-lane facility.

PURPOSE AND NEED
For purposes of project scoping, a preliminary statement of Purpose and Need has been developed, per 40
CFR 1502.13. This will be refined in subsequent stages of work as project information is developed and
focused.

o Changes in Roadway Conditions and Driver Expectations: Over the length of the study corridor,
SR 63 presents visual and operational challenges to safe and efficient travel. Despite a mostly
rural setting and character, the fairly narrow width of right of way coupled with ditching, utility
poles, strong vertical curves, adjacent visual encroachments, opposing and same direction heavy

Need for the Proposed Action36
The need for the proposed action, State Route 63 Corridor Improvements, extends from a set a
concurrently-developing transportation problems related to facility age, design elements, traffic growth,

truck traffic, unpredictable driveways and varying shoulder widths and adjacent grade transitions
make for a “busy” cognitive condition for motorists, especially those not familiar with the route.

modal demands, and regional land use and development issues.
o Degradation in Level of Service: Overall, the SR 63 Corridor between the City of Lebanon and
the City of Monroe currently operates at a nominal Level of Service of “D” (Poor). Contributing
factors to this poor level of service include: overall traffic growth, single lane capacity, vertical
curves and sustained grades, poor sight distance at several locations, high truck percentages, and
high percentage of no passing zones. Based on expected travel demand, traffic growth, heavy
truck volumes and corridor development trends, LOS can be expected to continue to decline.

o Increasing Trip Type and Mode Conflicts: For many years, this segment of SR 63 functioned as
a city-to-city and farm-to-market rural arterial connecting Lebanon and Hamilton, Ohio39 and
familiar to, and mostly used by, local area travelers. Today’s road in Warren County is still two
lanes and follows the original line and grade40, but the user mix has changed. Land use changes
have brought more short-haul convenience and daily work commute trips to the roadway, as well
as a significant fraction of heavy trucks41. Through-trips, local access “turn movement” trips, and
interstate-connecting heavy truck trips make for growing conflicts in travel speed and driver
behavior among vehicles, at least indirectly affecting roadway efficiency and safety.

o Increasing Travel Demand: Vehicular traffic in the corridor, directly related to Travel Demand,
has been increasing steadily, at about 3% per year, since 1982. Trucks and cars have increased at
about the same rate. Today, traffic on SR 63 is roughly three times what is was in 1982. An
estimated 90% of all travel on SR 63 in the study corridor is through or regional demand. ODOT
forecasts show sustained traffic growth of the current baseline condition, not including planned
new major developments in the corridor. Planned development alone could more than double
travel demand and traffic in the corridor37, as well as exacerbate trip type and mode conflict issues
(further discussion below in this section).

o Current and Evolving Access Management Problems: There are a number of problematic access
points on the route, some exacerbated by vertical curve and sight distance conditions, ranging
from residential driveways to institutional entrances with higher ingress/egress volumes and
challenged turn movements (Lebanon Correctional Institute main entrance) to slow-moving or
unexpected access by farm or maintenance vehicles (LCI service and agricultural access; ODOT
maintenance garage entrance). Approved land use changes and development plans along the
corridor will put more access-point pressure on SR 63, with related roadway efficiency and safety
negative impacts.

o Emerging Safety Issues: The SR 63 Corridor currently has notably elevated accident rates, at
4.55 per MVM east of SR 741, and 3.20 per MVM west of SR 741, more than twice the statewide
average for similar facilities in Ohio38. Rear end and fixed object crashes are most common, and
will continue to increase as disparities in single-lane traffic platoon speed continue to increase
39
36

At this stage of project development, specific actions and alternatives beyond “no-build” have not been identified; the items
in this section speak to problems to be addressed for any alternative and an overall corridor transportation improvement.
37
Including the introduction of new levels of demand in transit as well as pedestrian and bike travel in the corridor.
38
The 2013 Ohio Statewide average for 2-lane undivided rural highways was 1.68 accidents per Million Vehicle Miles.

Still identified as “Hamilton-Lebanon Road” as late as 1947.
Other parts of SR 63 (remnants of Hamilton-Lebanon Road) in Butler County to the west have long ago been improved to a
four through-lane rural section with a grass median.
41
Nearly insignificant in volume prior to 1980 (historical anecdotal observation; RL RECORD staff), heavy truck traffic on
SR 63 now averages 8% of ADT.
40
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Summary of Transportation Need

connectivity between IR71 and IR75, as well as between Lebanon and Monroe, by
addressing Travel Demand accommodation deficiencies in the corridor.

From the assessment of factors above, improvements are needed in the SR 63 Corridor to:
 Improves Safety and Reduce Crash Risk – The expanding mix of modes and trip types44, along
with the increased pressure of development, requires a solution that addresses the emerging
tipping point, where the crash rate can be expected to increase abruptly due to increasing
saturation of roadway capacity and related factors (increased vehicle-to-vehicle crash
opportunity, more cross-traffic and vehicle type conflicts, access point turbulence and risk)
leaving no margin for driver error. Crashes happen twice a week in the corridor now; most cause
significant impedance to travel in at least one direction, or even shut-down of the entire highway

-

Obtain an acceptable travel Level of Service across the whole of the corridor,

-

Accommodate existing and future travel demand,

-

Establish safer travel and safety conditions in the corridor, and proactively address evolving
safety risk issues attached to roadway physical deficiencies and operating conditions,

-

Improve corridor travel conditions, including facility physical and operational elements, to
better match driver expectations.

-

Better accommodate different types of trips and vehicles, and

for extended periods.

-

Establish a firm and formally adopted access management plan for the whole of the corridor
that addresses existing access point issues and provides an acceptable framework for coming
land use and development changes.

safer, more reliable travel corridor.

Transportation improvements in the SR 63 corridor will establish a

 Realizes Effective Accommodation of Different Trip Types and Modes – The function of SR 63 in
the transportation network is dynamically changing from its historic role. The rural arterial is
now experiencing increased diversity of trip types including the introduction of a significant
fraction of heavy truck trips and increased commuter and convenience trips, resulting in growing
conflicts in travel speed and driver behavior. Transportation improvements in the SR 63

Purpose of the Proposed Action42
The purpose of the proposed action for the SR 63 corridor is to improve mobility, safety and access along
a heavily traveled portion of SR 63 in Warren County between Monroe and Lebanon, addressing each of
the needs identified above, and effectively achieving the following outcomes:

corridor will reconcile and provide improved long-term accommodation of trip type and
mode disparities.
 Provides a Balanced Transportation Solution for Land Use and Environmental Context Issues –
Effectively designed transportation facilities enhance both the economic and environmental
sustainability of a region while addressing transportation need. The transportation improvements
must consider open space and development needs along the corridor in crafting a transportation
solution that supports adopted long-term growth plans, while also accounting for and protecting,
to the extent practicable, important landscape, aesthetic and environmental attributes that extend
from the rural character of the area. Transportation improvements in the SR 63 corridor will

 Maintains Effective Connectivity – SR 63 currently functions as the de-facto east-west corridor
for commerce traveling between IR71 on the east and IR75 on the west. The Southwest Warren
County Transportation Plan43, a previous planning examination covering a large part of Warren
County, suggested various roadway widening improvements (such as Columbia and ButlerWarren roads), and incorporating new roadway on new alignment options, in an attempt to
provide improved east-west capacity and mobility for Warren County. Certain of these
recommendations proved to be extremely controversial and have not been further developed.

meet transportation needs in a balanced solution that considers land use and environmental
context issues, and supports and enhances economic and environmental sustainability.

New roadway connection recommendations were dropped from the adopted plan, and replaced by
recommendations to improve existing corridors to address that need, including SR 63.
Transportation improvements in the SR 63 corridor will maintain effective cross-county

42

At this stage of project development, specific actions and alternatives beyond “no-build” have not been identified; the items
in this section speak to Project Purposes to be addressed by any alternative in an overall corridor transportation improvement
action.
43
Ohio-Kentucky-Indiana Council of Governments, 2005

44

See discussion under Existing Traffic beginning on Page 13.
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Other Goals and Objectives
There are other Goals and Objectives that have a valid and valuable place in the Purpose and Need of any
transportation improvement program or action for the SR 63 Corridor. These are needs that extend
beyond fundamental transportation elements enumerated above, but that clearly have a relationship to
transportation Purpose.
Some of the categorical areas for these other Goals and Objectives preliminarily identified for the SR 63
Corridor include:
 Support for adopted land use and community plans
 Facilitation of economic development efforts
 Forwarding local stormwater and water resource management objectives
 Linking corridor improvement actions to local greenspace programs and aesthetic
objectives
The Warren County Regional Planning Commission has developed (and is in the process of detailing and
refining) a number of planning objectives for the corridor that must be reconciled with transportation
investments in the SR 63 Corridor. Further coordination and collaboration with the WCRPC, as well as
other key stakeholders, will be required in subsequent stages of Project Development.
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CONTEXT AND CRITERIA FOR DEVELOPMENT
AND EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
Strategy and Project Selection Process: Context-Based Criteria
The third step in the transportation planning “scoping” process is to identify the possible range of actions
that should be advanced for more detailed evaluation. This includes framing and evaluating long-term
transportation strategies for the corridor, from which specific alternatives can be identified and carried
forward into project development and the preliminary and environmental engineering/NEPA phase. This
narrowing process, based on criteria that address Purpose and Need in the context of the corridor, also
allows priority near-term improvement projects that are consistent with the range of preferred long term
strategies to be safety and confidently identified and moved forward.

Addressing Purpose and Need
Using data collected during the problem identification process, corridor level strategies to address
identified “transportation needs” were developed. Included are a no-build, low-build and four new
capacity options. These are described in Table C in the following section, CONCEPT-LEVEL
ALTERNATIVES FOR PROJECT DEVELOPMENT. Each of the Build strategies developed has,
necessarily, the ability to meet transportation Purpose and Need at some level45. The question becomes
which strategy(ies) best meet Purpose and Need in the context of the corridor condition, considering
issues linked to transportation actions, but perhaps not directly under the transportation scope of work.
This question was seen by the study team as critically important in order to identify an effective and
implementable strategy.

Criteria for Consideration of Corridor Strategies
Evaluation Criteria, shown at right, were developed by the study team in consideration of context. These
criteria, once refined and established in a review process, were used to rank the six corridor strategies.
45

The No-Build strategy does not meet Purpose and Need, but is required by regulation under NEPA to be evaluated and
considered for comparative purposes.
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Application of the Criteria to Long-Term Strategies

Consideration of the No-Build Strategy

Since conditions differ along the corridor, the criteria were applied both east and west of SR-741 for
consideration of long-term transportation strategies.

The No-Build, or No-Action, strategy consists of maintaining the exiting transportation assets in a

Individual criteria for each strategy were ranked as high, medium or low based on their ability to meet the
objective. A strategy that does not address, or has a negative impact on the stated objective was rated as
low; a strategy that significantly contributes to achieving the stated objected was rated as high. If neither
applies, the strategy was rated as medium.
As detailed in the following section (CONCEPT-LEVEL ALTERNATIVES FOR PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT, beginning on Page 50), this evaluation resulted in the selection of Strategy A3-C, a
4-Lane Rural Section with a grassed median, as the preferred option for meeting long-term needs in the
context of the corridor.

serviceable condition “as-is” for the long term.

Maintenance actions such as re-paving, culvert

replacement, and traffic control repair are included in a No-Build strategy, but roadway widenings, lane
additions, and any other form of built (constructed) capacity improvements are not included. No-Build
is always an option of consideration in the transportation development process.

In short, No Build equals Maintain Existing.

As a reference point in consideration of various “Build” strategies, following is a summary of how the
“No-Build” option was found to rate in response to the Evaluation Criteria:

Changes over Time – Low

Extending the Process to Priority Near-Term Actions
Following selection of a preferred corridor level strategy, 6 possible near-term improvement projects that
address immediate transportation problems were identified, as described in the following section,
CONCEPT-LEVEL ALTERNATIVES FOR PROJECT DEVELOPMENT. These projects were
then evaluated using FHWA Surface Transportation Program project scoring criteria as administered by
the Ohio-Kentucky-Indiana Council of Governments. Three projects west of SR-741 scored above 60, in
the range of projects historically awarded STP funds.
Decision Criteria, including consistency with long-term strategy, estimated OKI score, availability of
local match, and order of magnitude cost, were identified to evaluate these candidate priority projects.
The SR-63 transition safety improvement project – identified as the “Gateway Project” - best satisfied
these criteria, and was selected as the priority near-term project. It offers near-term relief from
significant capacity and safety concerns, and also provides a logical terminus for future phases of the
long-range strategy.

No-build strategy does not account for increased VMT, changes in geometric standard, or
changes in land use

Economic Sustainability – Low
Does not support increased travel demand necessary to sustain proposed economic activity

Environmental Sustainability – Medium
Limits impact of induced demand, but increased congestion has negative impact on air quality
and other environmental qualities

Consistent with Adopted Plans – Low
Does not consider adopted Union Village PUD or other approved plans in corridor
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Regional Accessibility – Low

Operations and Function – Low

No-Build sustains congestion, delay and unreliability that limits accessibility and linkage to
regional transportation facilities

Under No-Build, SR 63 over time will become a local collector by default

Public Safety – Low
Mobility – Low

Does not address public safety or road closures due to crashes

Does not address alternative modes of transportation or offer transportation choices
Scalability – Low
Transportation Amenities, Aesthetics and Design Elements – Low
No significant change in appearance or aesthetic relationship to overall corridor

No-Build will limit improvements to spot safety issues address as they rise to the level of priority
location

Context and Green Infrastructure – Medium

Changes over Time - Low

No-Build maintains rural context, but is ineffective in protecting it for long-term

No-Build strategy does not account for increased VMT, changes in geometric standard, or
changes in land use

Connectivity – Low
Does not safely control or expedite turn movements

Safety – Low
Does a not address profile or shoulder inadequacy, or risks from closely opposing traffic

Interagency Coordination – Low
No coordination among entities with shared needs occurs

Market Driven Implementation – Medium
No-Build does not support economic development or jobs creations, but does not require
significant investment
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In the above tabulation, the concept alternatives consist of the following attributes:

CONCEPT-LEVEL ALTERNATIVES FOR
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
Alternatives Eliminated from Consideration for Project Development
There are an array of capital and management concept alternatives that were considered for suitability as
long-term transportation strategies for the SR 63 Corridor, and eliminated in initial screening based on
being either 1) not technically feasible, or not prudent, per FHWA guidelines; or 2) not effective for
meeting basic transportation elements of Purpose and Need; or 3) inconsistent with local and regional
plans. The following table summarizes the results of the screening considerations:

REASON FOR ELIMINATION FROM CONSIDERATION
CONCEPT ALTERNATIVE
ELIMINATED

NOT TECHNICALLY
FEASIBLE, OR NOT
PRUDENT

NOT EFFECTIVE FOR
PURPOSE AND NEED

INCONSISTENT WITH
LOCAL AND REGIONAL
PLANS

-

ENHANCED BUS TRANSIT: Saturating the existing roadway network in the SR 63 travelshed with fixed
route and on-demand bus service to reduce number of personal vehicles using the SR 63 corridor.

-

BRT ON DEDICATED WAY: Constructing a new dedicated busway on new alignment/new ROW along SR
63 corridor to reduce number of personal vehicles using the SR 63 corridor.

-

LRT ON DEDICATED WAY: Constructing a new Light Rail Transit on new alignment/new ROW along SR
63 corridor to reduce number of personal vehicles using the SR 63 corridor.

-

HIGH CAPACITY BIKE AND PED ON DEDICATED WAY: Constructing a new high capacity/expanded
width on new alignment/new ROW, with grade separations, along SR 63 corridor to reduce number of personal
vehicles using the SR 63 corridor.

-

TRUCK RESTRICTIONS: Institute policy to restrict/eliminate heavy trucks from using SR 63 corridor to
reduce capacity demand.

-

ITS AND ENHANCED MANAGEMENT: Construct and manage a corridor and travelshed-wide Intelligent
Transportation System to better manage travel demand, available capacity and incidents.

-

FREIGHT AND THROUGH TRAFFIC ONLY ON DEDICATED WAY, NEW ALIGNMENT: Constructing a
new truck-only roadway on new alignment/new ROW, with grade separations, providing direct linkage between
IR-75 and IR-71, to reduce number of heavy trucks using the SR 63 corridor.

-

TDM AND EXTENSIVE LAND USE CONTROLS AND DEVELOPMENT RESTRICTIONS: Institute
policy changes and land use controls and restrictions to achieve Travel Demand Management levels that to
reduce number of personal and commercial vehicles using the SR 63 corridor.

ENHANCED BUS TRANSIT

X

X

BRT ON DEDICATED WAY

X

X

X

LRT ON DEDICATED WAY

X

X

X

HIGH CAPACITY BIKE AND PED
ON DEDICATED WAY

X

X

TRUCK RESTRICTIONS

X

X

ITS AND ENHANCED
MANAGEMENT

X

X

FREIGHT AND THROUGH
TRAFFIC ONLY ON DEDICATED
WAY, NEW ALIGNMENT

X

X

X

Long-Term Strategies

TDM AND EXTENSIVE LAND
USE CONTROLS AND
DEVELOPMENT
RESTRICTIONS

X

X

X

The following concept options were developed and evaluated for effectiveness as long-term
transportation strategies for the SR 63 Corridor, in three general categories, A1 through A3:

X

Although not feasible or effective as stand-alone long-term strategies for the SR 63 corridor, parts or
selected scaled-down elements of the Enhanced Bus Transit, Bike and Pedestrian, and ITS concepts can
provide transportation benefits in the corridor, warranting consideration in final alternatives in the next
stages of project development.
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A1

NO-BUILD

A2

LOW-BUILD/HIGH ACCESS MANAGEMENT

The no-build concept maintains the existing 2-lane facility with minor spot improvements implemented
as opportunity permits, with no changes to basic capacity or vertical profile or access control. Driveways
are subject to permit. Intersections are a mix of signalized and un-signalized crossings as warrants
permit. The paved width is maintained at the current range of twenty-five to thirty-four feet, and the
right-of-way is maintained at the original/current width of sixty to one hundred feet with no additional
acquisitions required. The resulting nominal level of service is calculated as E/F (Poor/Failing) west of
SR 741, and E (Poor) east of SR 741, assuming the base-line level of growth.

The low-build, high access management option optimizes the 2-lane facility with uniform 12-foot lanes,
an 8-foot minimum safety shoulder, and spot access consolidation. Vertical curves are eased at several
locations but no major grade or centerline changes are contemplated. Access points are limited and
consolidated in critical zones, direct private driveways permitted but only by exception. The paved
section increases to forty to forty-eight feet in width, with minimal to minor strip-takes, generally less
that 20-feet required. Level of service resulting from a Low-Build strategy is estimated at D- (Poor) west
of SR 741, and D+ in the segment east of SR 741.

The No-Build option would maintain existing capacity conditions on SR 63, shown here, looking westbound near MP 5.

The Low Build option would optimize 2-lane capacity by easing grades and restricting access points and driveways, as on this improved
section of Route 113 near Newark, Delaware.
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Sub-alternatives include a Super-2 section with barrier; a third passing lane on upgrades, aggressive
access control, or a third two-way left turn lane.

By eliminating all but highly-controlled points of access, and providing a median barrier to eliminate left turns and cross-over crash risk
(and mitigate capacity erosion due to closely opposing traffic), maximum capacity can be extracted from a 2-lane facility, such as on
this “Super 2” section of the Chisholm Trail Parkway near Dallas/Ft. Worth.

A3

A five-lane paved section can provide a big capacity boost and improvement in Level of Service, but is vulnerable to capacity
degradation by frequent points of access, visible in this image of recently improved US 58 in Virginia.

NEW CAPACITY/GEOMETRIC IMPROVEMENTS

The following variations of Major New Capacity alternatives all contemplate a minimum of four through
travel lanes.
A. Five-lane paved section
The five-lane paved concept envisions a continuous center turn lane or traversable median and eightfoot minimum paved shoulders. It involves some vertical curve and grade easing. Access points are
consolidated in critical zones, with driveways subject to permit. All crossroads are signalized with
dedicated turn lanes. The paved section is anticipated to be approximately seventy-six to eighty-four
feet, with right of way extending from eighty to one hundred feet. Under this scenario, level of
service is expected to improve to B (Good) in the SR 63 segment west of SR 741 and A (Excellent)
east of SR 741. However, actual LOS is highly limited by and dependent on access control decisions;
a more conservative and realistic LOS estimate for this option is C (Average, and Acceptable under
most conditions), and could easily degrade further under access and development pressures.

B. Four-lane section with barrier
Assuming truck volumes of less than 250 DDHV, the four-lane barrier section concept anticipates a
restricted nine-foot minimum (ten-foot assumed) paved median with a concrete-barrier and minimum
six-foot paved shoulder, and significant easing of grade and vertical curves. Access would be
consolidated and signalized with dedicated turn lanes. Right-in, right-out access and permitted Uturns would facilitate local access. Typical paved section would measure about seventy feet with
approximately seventy to eighty feet of right-of-way required. Additional right-of-way may be
necessary to achieve access consolidation. This treatment results in an estimated level of service of B
(Good) for west of SR 741, and A (Excellent) for east of SR 741.
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The four-lane section with grass median concept typically uses “open” drainage and provides physical and visual separation of opposing
directions of traffic; this example is SR 48 in Warren County, looking north toward Lebanon

D. Four-lane urban section

The paved median with barrier concept provides a stable, safe long-term strategy for the SR 63 corridor, but has limitations in turn
movements and requires a high degree of access management, as shown in this illustration of proposed improvements to State Route
502 in Battle Ground, Washington

C. Four-lane section with grass median
The four-lane alternative with a grass median assumes an expanded section with a twenty-eight foot
median, and four-foot inside and ten-foot outside paved shoulders, and significant easing of grades
and vertical curves. Access would be consolidated and signalized with dedicated turn lanes. Rightin, right-out access and permitted U-turns would facilitate local access. Total pavement width would
range from one hundred to one hundred and six feet, with necessary right of way totaling 224 to 242
feet. This treatment results in an estimated level of service of B (Good) in the SR 63 segment west of
SR 741, and A (Excellent) for the segment east of SR 741.

The four lane urban section would include curb and gutter, a planted median, and higher intersection
density to accommodate local movements. It requires significant profile adjustment. Access points
are consolidated in critical zones, with driveways subject to permit. Signalized intersections provide
full-movement urban crossings accommodating bicycle and pedestrian movements. The paved
section ranges from seventy-six to eighty-four feet, with right-of way needs ranging from one
hundred to a hundred and sixty feet. Level of service would be reduced to some extent from a rural
section by the need to accommodate additional movements, and higher intersection density. The
level of service has not been estimated for this cross-section configuration.
(ILLUSTRATION FOLLOWING PAGE)
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slightly higher traffic volumes and is currently dominated by institutional land use, while the east
segment has more driveway points of access assigned to homes and farms along the highway.
The summation of the evaluation and ranking process is presented in Tables D1 and D2 (for West of SR
741 and East of SR 741, respectively) on following Pages 56 and 57. 46
The comparative evaluation of the different long-term strategies completed by the study team found that
the 4-Lane Section with Grass Median option (A3-C in Tables C, D1 and D2) had the strongest
correlation to meeting the corridor criteria, for both the west and east segments of the Corridor, and was
selected as the Preferred Long-Term Strategy. Overall, this strategy was tied for having the most
“HIGH” ratings for Ability to Meet Objective” and was the only strategy to have no “LOW” ratings for
any criteria category.

Priority Segment Considerations

The four-lane urban section option would integrate a plantable median with left turn lanes at permitted points of access, but would
ultimately require a curbed outboard section (typically with sidewalks and tree planting zones, and requiring a piped storm drainage
system), as shown in this photo of improved section of Page Mill Road near Palo Alto, California. An option of this type would also
typically limit permitted vehicular speed to ≤ 50 MPH, and would also be subject (usually) to pedestrian and bike crossings.

The entire length of the SR 63 Corridor in Warren County, from Monroe to Lebanon, needs to be
widened within the 2040 planning year horizon to address growing capacity and level of service
deficiencies. Based on assessment of existing and projected baseline traffic, significant improvements
and capacity upgrades will be required first on the western segment of the corridor (SR 741 to Monroe).
The eastern segment (SR 741 to Lebanon) is of slightly lower priority, but possibly could be considered
more vulnerable to developing land-use conversion pressures47
Extending from a preferred long-term improvement strategy, and a relative priority among east and west
segments of the corridor, a set of potential Near-Term Improvements, consistent with the overall corridor
long-term improvement strategy, was developed to put lower-cost/higher-benefit actions in motion (see
Near-Term Improvements beginning on Page 58).

Comparison and Ranking of Long-Term Strategies

Following the steps outlined in the prior section, Context and Criteria for Development and
Evaluation of Alternatives, the Long-Term Transportation Improvement Strategies described above
were examined by the study team, evaluated for ability to meet the Context-based Criteria established for
the Corridor, and ranked by relative performance among those criteria.
Each option was evaluated for “fit” and ranking in the west (of SR 741) and east segments of the
corridor, to account for different conditions found in each segment. For example, the west segment has

46

In Tables D-1 and D-2, the columns at the far right were set up, but not used at this stage, for possible weighting of different
criteria by the study team and key stakeholders in subsequent stages of project development.
47
With additional traffic not part of baseline forecast.
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Near-Term Improvements

LCI ACCESS POINTS SAFETY IMPROVEMENT
Consolidation of multiple access points and elimination of problematic farm implement crossings

Following selection of a corridor level strategy, 6 possible near-term improvement projects that address
immediate problems were identified. These projects were then evaluated using OKI STP scoring criteria
(TABLE E on Page 60). Three projects west of SR-741 scored above 60, in the range of projects
historically awarded STP funds.

MCCLURE AND MARKEY ROADS INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS
Improvement of an off-set intersection on a sag curve
SR 63 EAST 3-LANE SECTION IMPROVEMENTS
Interim solution to capacity issues east of SR 741

Decision Criteria (TABLE F on Page 61), including consistency with long-term strategy, estimated OKI
score, availability of local match, and order of magnitude cost, were identified to evaluate these projects.
The SR-63 transition safety improvement project “Gateway Project” best satisfied these criteria, and was
selected as the priority near-term project. It offers both near-term relief from significant capacity and
safety concerns, and also provides a logical terminus for future phases of the long-range strategy. This
project was submitted to OKI for Surface Transportation Program consideration during the 2016 funding
cycle, but funding was not awarded because I-71/Fields Ertel Road Interchange improvement project
took precedence for STP funding priority in Warren County.

Priority Segment Considerations
Decision criteria, including consistency with long-term strategy, logical termini, independent utility,
estimated OKI score, availability of local match, and order of magnitude cost, were identified to evaluate
and prioritize the projects.
Near-term projects were priority ranked from west to west:
1. Union Road/Miami Valley Gaming Entrance Section Improvements (Gateway Project)
2. LCI Access Points Safety Project

Projects Indentified
The six possible near-term improvement projects that were identified are described below.
SR 63/SR741 INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS
Redesign and construction of the SR 63/SR 741 Intersection

3.
4.
5.
6.

SR 63/SR741 Intersection Improvements
The Full Length Shoulder Safety Improvements will be incorporated with projects 1 through 3.
McClure and Markey Roads Intersection Improvements
Other Improvements East of SR 741

FULL LENGTH SHOULDER SAFETY IMPROVEMENT
Provide full eight-foot paved shoulders along the entire SR 63 study corridor to reduce run-off-the-road
fixed object accidents and prevent road closures resulting from serious accidents.
UNION ROAD/MIAMI VALLEY GAMING ENTRANCE IMPROVEMENTS (GATEWAY
PROJECT)
Improvement of an irregular, high-accident section of SR 63 extending from the City of Monroe
corporation boundary at Union Road, eastward and through a transitional section fronting the Miami
Valley Gaming facility that has confusing lane assignment and lane continuity conditions.
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Funding and Financing

RECOMMENDATIONS
The study evaluated a total of six long-term corridor level strategies, and six near-term improvement
projects, together an assemblage of prioritized and ranked actions as a jumping-off point for the next
phase of project development.
Major projects recommendations are illustrated as to sequence and priority on Figure A-8 on Page 66.
The following summary of recommendations is based on analysis of information available to date. Other
factors and dynamics are at work in the corridor and will need to be accommodated in updates to the
Recommendations, as well as the Scopes of Work for implementation for various improvement segments.

Policy
Baseline Improvements

Required improvements stemming from background growth and system conditions are best funded
through traditional transportation mechanisms, including state and federal highway funds, accessed
through OKI and TRAC. Other travel demand components, beyond baseline levels, stemming from
major new development should be assessed for impact and possible funding contribution based on effect
on various corridor implementation segments identified on Figure A-8.

Private Participation
Developers are partners in advancing the improvements directly associated with individual land use
conversion projects and should look toward non-traditional sources for funding. These include direct
private contributions, tax increment financing districts, and other special improvement districts identified
in the Ohio Revised Code. The private sector is best served by helping to accelerate the implementation
of the suggested capacity expansion recommendations to preserve the integrity of the roadway that serves
as economic catalyst for the development.

The Scoping Study established the baseline traffic growth expected along the SR 63 corridor resulting
from regional growth trends absent the specific impacts of anticipated land conversion discussed in
Section II. This provides a basis for identifying the required level of public investment in the facility.
Impacts resulting from land use conversions should be evaluated using traffic impact study
methodologies and correlated to updates or addendums to the Scoping Study.
The Baseline Improvements require that SR63 be upgraded to a multi-lane facility integrating access
management and community goals to improve travel efficiency and safety. Two travel lanes each
direction are needed for current and baseline future traffic. The preferred concept configuration is a rural
roadway section with open drainage, 55 MPH design speed, and an open grassed median that can
accommodate future capacity or traffic safety/operations additions at a later date.
The Baseline Improvements can be staged and phased, both by segment and, if appropriate, by physical
elements within segments (such as additional turn lanes, or access consolidation), to target performancebased project delivery and design benefits.

Right of Way Preservation
Active and specific steps to achieve ROW preservation in the western corridor segment need to be taken,
in concert with access management. Planning recommendations have been submitted separately. This
should be a principal policy priority for the WCTID, in concert with ODOT and the State of Ohio.

Access Management
Access management is needed to ensure roadway safety and efficient operations while providing
reasonable access to the adjacent land use.
It is critical that effective access management concepts be formally established and strictly applied in
proactive response to development pressures anticipated along SR 63 in Warren County. This is
necessary in order to preserve capacity at a reasonable cost to developers and taxpayers alike, as well as
mitigate the increasing costs related to accidents and continued erosion of motorist safety.
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Long-Term Improvement Strategies
Internal Circulation
Providing sufficient internal circulation routing and capacity, as well as modal alternatives to
accommodate all local trip types, in the process of corridor development planning and approval is critical
in maintaining highway capacity. There is a principal role for the Warren County Regional Planning
Commission in this effort.

Public Involvement
The next phase of work should include crafting and executing a robust Public Involvement Plan to inform
and validate the Scoping Study findings. The recommendations of this Scoping Study should be used to
develop and frame an appropriate outreach effort.

Baseline Improvements
Based on the preferred strategy identified in the Scoping process, the Long-Term corridor Baseline
Improvements need to be move firmly into the ODOT Project Development Process. The preferred
concept of a four lane rural section with a grass median is the baseline and starting point for developing
an initial Project Initiation Package, with the west segment the priority. Other alternatives, including NoBuild, will be considered and evaluated in the required environmental process.
Design and location alternatives within the preferred strategy that should be evaluated include centerline
location (hold existing, shift north, shift south) with specific consideration to impacts, constructability
and maintenance of traffic, as well as vertical profile options (with specific regard to best practical design
goals as well as impacts). Alternatives regarding access management will also need to be accounted for.
Access Management and ROW Preservation

Operations
Access management and ROW preservation actions need to proceed immediately in critical areas. Initial
considerations and options for access management under the Long-Term Improvement Strategy are

Public Services
Public services delivery along the SR 63 corridor should consider pedestrian safety when planning routes
and stops. Interim shoulder improvements may be warranted to support public services including mail
delivery, school and church bus service and trash removal. Further coordination with public services is
required in the next phases of work,
In the near term, USPS should consider locating post boxes along both sides of SR 63. Once improved,
SR 63 will support pull-off of mail delivery vehicles along both outside shoulders, or mail boxes may be
relocated off-corridor in the process of access-point consolidation.
Bus stops should be located where there is sufficient pedestrian safety protection provided.

shown in Figures A-9A and A-9B on Pages 67 and 68. Capacity (and resultant travel efficiency and
safety) must be maintained on the mainline in order to meet baseline and likely additional growth, and all
points of access erode capacity; a balanced combination of throughput and access is required in project
delivery.

Near-Term Improvement Opportunities
The SR 63 transition safety improvement project “Gateway Project” is recommended for immediate
development and implementation as best satisfying near-term project criteria. It offers near-term relief
from significant capacity and safety concerns, and also provides a logical terminus for future phases of
long-range strategies. Concept level plans based on preliminary engineering for this priority near-term
improvement are found in Appendix F.
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Safety Countermeasures

Summary of Recommended Improvement Segments and Priorities

The following counter-measures should be considered for employment to reduce the number, severity
and impacts of crashes, regardless of the long-range strategies or short-term project actions:

In summary, the recommended overall improvement program for the SR 63 corridor is comprised of the
following project segments, listed below in recommended order of priority and sequence:

Widen Shoulders
Widening shoulders will reduce both the impact of fixed object accidents, as well as road closures due to
accidents.
Pavement Lane Widening
Substandard lanes, in the east segment in particular, should be widened to 12 feet.
Protect Turning Movements
Alternative intersection designs could reduce unexpected movements resulting from unprotected access
points.
Traffic Calming
Rumble strips should be located along the highway centerline to reduce crossover crashes, and along the
outside shoulders in a manner that alters motorists run-off-the road crashes, but allows for bicyclists to

SEGMENT

DESCRIPTION

1

GATEWAY NEAR-TERM SAFETY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

2

WEST SEGMENT (LCI/WCI) IMPROVEMENT PROEJCT

3

SR 741 INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

4

EAST SEGMENT IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

These segments and priorities are illustrated on Figure A-8 on the following page. Various near-term
improvements and safety countermeasures, consistent with long-term strategies, may be “nested” within
these overall segments as opportunities arise.

travel on the shoulder. Rumble strips could also be used to reduce speeds on vertical curves.
Access Management
Reducing the number of conflict points should be part of a long-range sustainable solution.
Enhanced Animal Crossing Warning Signage
Animals generally develop repeatable habits. Next generation warning signs could identify concentrated
crossing zones.
Way finding
Clear directions reduce driver distraction and improve safety.
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APPENDIX A
EXISTING SR 63 CORRIDOR PLAN AND PROFILE
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APPENDIX B
TRAFFIC DATA
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APPENDIX C
SAFETY AND CRASH DATA
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APPENDIX D
COUNTY AND COMMUNITY PLANS
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APPENDIX E
TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS
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APPENDIX F
GATEWAY PRIORITY SEGEMENT CONCEPT DESIGN
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